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MEMORANDUM
Date:

March 17, 2017

To:

Public Disclosure Commission Members

From:

Phil Stutzman, Sr. Compliance Officer

Subject: 45-Day Citizen Action Complaint
Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO, and Commissioners Don Johnson, Connie Bacon,
Dick Marzano, Don Meyer, and Clare Petrich), Case 11701
Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County, Case 11702
Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, Case 11703

I. Background, Complaint Allegations, Request for PDC Review, and Statutes/Rules
Background: (Related Citizen Action Complaint filed by Arthur West on June 16, 2016) On
February 19, 2016, a group calling itself Save Tacoma Water (STW) filed a Committee
Registration (C1-pc) with the PDC for the stated purpose of supporting a ballot proposition on
the November 8, 2016 general election ballot. The registration listed Sherry Bockwinkel as its
campaign manager and Donna Walters as its treasurer.
On March 7, 2016, Save Tacoma Water filed Charter Initiative 5 with the Tacoma City Clerk,
and on March 11, 2016, they filed Code Initiative 6 with the Tacoma City Clerk. Both initiatives
were approved as to form, and on June 30, 2016, Save Tacoma Water submitted its signatures to
the Tacoma City Clerk.
Code Initiative 6 sought to have the City Council enact changes to the Tacoma Municipal Code
by imposing a requirement that any land use proposal requiring water consumption of one
million gallons of water or more daily from Tacoma be submitted to a public vote prior to the
City providing water service for such a project. A companion measure, Charter Initiative 5,
repeated all the same provisions as Code Initiative 6.
On June 6, 2016, the Port of Tacoma (Port), the Economic Development Board for TacomaPierce County (EDB), and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber (Chamber) brought a declaratory
judgment action in the Superior Court of Pierce County to determine whether the two initiatives
exceeded the scope of local initiative power. On June 8, 2016, the City of Tacoma, named as a
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defendant, agreed with the plaintiffs that the initiatives exceeded the scope of the City’s
authority.
On June 16, 2016, Arthur West filed a Citizen Action Complaint (Complaint) under RCW
42.17A.765(4) alleging that Port of Tacoma Officials violated RCW 42.17A.555 by using or
authorizing the use of public facilities to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter
Initiative 5. The Complaint also alleged that the Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development
Board for Tacoma-Pierce County, and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber violated RCW
42.17A.205, .235, and .240 individually, and as a group, by failing to register and report their
expenditures for legal services to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6, as political committees. Mr. West
alleged that Port of Tacoma officials used the Port’s facilities, and the EDB and Chamber used
their respective resources, to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6 by making expenditures to file a lawsuit
to keep the initiatives off the ballot.
On June 18, 2016, the Port Commission held a public meeting, and provided advance notice that
it intended to take up a vote to ratify the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive challenge of Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5. Port staff
provided a Commission Memo which was publicly available. The Commission heard public
comment, and then voted unanimously to ratify the legal action it had taken.
On July 1, 2016, Superior Court Judge Jack Nevin agreed with the Plaintiffs, enjoining
placement of the initiatives on the ballot. The initiatives did not appear on the ballot.
On July 13, 2016, the Attorney General’s Office (AGO) sent a letter to the Public Disclosure
Commission (PDC) asking staff to review the complaint, and as appropriate, investigate the
allegations. The AGO asked that the PDC send with its recommendation a complete copy of any
report of investigation or materials the Commission staff compiles.
On August 8, 2016, PDC staff reported to the Commission at a Special Commission Meeting,
providing a Report of Investigation with Exhibits and an Executive Summary and Staff Analysis,
detailing its findings and making a recommendation to the Commission. Staff concluded that:
(1) Port of Tacoma CEO John Wolfe did not violate RCW 42.17A.555 by authorizing
expenditures for legal services in seeking a declaratory judgement that Tacoma Code Initiative 6
and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 exceeded the scope of local initiative power; and (2) The Port of
Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber did not violate RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing
to register and report as political committees, individually, or collectively, and disclose their
respective expenses for legal services.
Staff recommended that the Commission recommend to the Attorney General that that office
take no further action with respect to the allegations in the Complaint. Although not alleged in
the Complaint, staff concluded that the EDB’s and the Chamber’s legal expenses incurred in
challenging Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 were reportable under
RCW 42.17A.255 as independent expenditure activity opposing a ballot proposition. Staff
recommended that the Commission recommend to the Attorney General that that office take
appropriate action concerning the EDB’s and the Chamber’s apparent failure to disclose those
expenses on C-6 reports of independent expenditure activity.
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As reflected in staff’s August 9, 2016 letter to Attorney General Ferguson, the Commission,
having received staff’s report and recommendation, unanimously adopted a motion to return this
matter to the Attorney General with no recommendation for legal action, both concerning the
two alleged violations that were set out in Arthur West’s June 16, 2016 complaint, and the
separate additional potential violations that were raised in the staff report. In adopting this
motion, Commission members stated that the Commission has noted the issues raised by the
petitioner and the respondents in this matter, and discussed the need for rulemaking to provide
clearer guidance to the regulated community and the public regarding what actions constitute
reportable activity under RCW 42.17A concerning ballot propositions, as they are considered for
placement on the ballot and at each stage thereafter. The commission expressed its intention to
work with PDC staff to pursue such rulemaking, and asked that all parties to this matter plan to
participate and offer input.
The Attorney General filed a lawsuit in Pierce County Superior Court against the Port of
Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber. The lawsuit was based on the assertion that paying legal
fees to determine the legality of a local ballot measure is an expenditure made in support of or in
opposition to a ballot proposition. The Attorney General alleged that the EDB and the Chamber
violated RCW 42.17A.255 by failing to report legal fees to challenge Initiatives 5 and 6 as
independent expenditures opposing ballot propositions, and that Port of Tacoma officials
violated RCW 42.17A.555 by expending public funds to challenge Initiatives 5 and 6 to oppose
ballot propositions. On December 23, 2016, Pierce County Superior Court issued a ruling
granting the Port, EDB, and Chamber motion to dismiss the Attorney General’s complaint. On
January 26, 2017, the Attorney General appealed the Court’s decision.
For additional details concerning Arthur West’s Complaint filed June 16, 2016, PDC Cases
6626, 6627, and 6628, please see staff’s Report of Investigation (Exhibit 1) and staff’s
Executive Summary and Staff Analysis (Exhibit 2).
Background: (Arthur West’s December 20, 2016 complaint) Arthur West requested public
records from the Port of Tacoma concerning activities related to the Port’s declaratory judgement
action in Pierce County Superior Court that sought a ruling on whether Tacoma Code Initiative 6
and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 exceeded the scope of local initiative power. Following receipt
and review of the requested records, Mr. West filed a second Citizen Action Complaint on
December 20, 2016, based on what he described as new information obtained from his public
records request. In his December 20, 2016 Complaint, Mr. West alleged that the same
Respondents violated the same statutes as in his June 16, 2016 Complaint, except that he based
the alleged violations on what he described as “a media communications and public relations
campaign,” rather than on the lawsuit filed by the Respondents on June 16, 2016 (Exhibit 3).
Complaint Allegations: Arthur West filed a Citizen Action Complaint (Complaint) with the
Attorney General and the Pierce County Prosecutor under RCW 42.17A.765(4) on December 19,
2016. He then hand-delivered a slightly amended complaint on December 20, 2016. Mr. West
provided a copy of his Complaint to the PDC. His Complaint alleged that:
1. Port of Tacoma officials (John Wolfe, CEO, and Commissioners Don Johnson, Connie
Bacon, Dick Marzano, Don Meyer, and Clare Petrich) violated RCW 42.17A.555 by
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using the Port's facilities to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter
Initiative 5. The complaint alleged that the Port officials engaged in a previously
unknown media communications and public relations "Campaign" that was in addition to,
and separate from, a lawsuit initiated by the Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development
Board of Tacoma-Pierce County and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber on June 6,
2016 to request a declaratory judgment in Pierce County Superior Court to determine
whether the two initiatives exceeded the scope of local initiative power.
2. The Port, the EDB, and the Chamber violated RCW 42.17A.255 by failing to report these
media communications and public relations "Campaign" expenditures as Independent
Expenditures on PDC form C-6; and
3. The Port, the EDB, and the Chamber violated RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by
failing to register and report these expenditures as a political committee.
Request for PDC Review: On January 5, 2017, the Attorney General’s Office asked PDC staff
to review and possibly investigate the allegations as needed, and provide any recommendation
the Commission may have.
Statutes/Rules:
RCW 42.17A.555 states, in part: “No elective official nor any employee of his or her office nor
any person appointed to or employed by any public office or agency may use or authorize the use
of any of the facilities of a public office or agency, directly or indirectly, for the purpose of
assisting a campaign for election of any person to any office or for the promotion of or
opposition to any ballot proposition. Facilities of a public office or agency include, but are not
limited to, use of stationery, postage, machines, and equipment, use of employees of the office or
agency during working hours, vehicles, office space, publications of the office or agency, and
clientele lists of persons served by the office or agency. However, this does not apply to the
following activities: … (3) Activities which are part of the normal and regular conduct of the
office or agency.”
WAC 390-05-273 states: Normal and regular conduct of a public office or agency, as that term is
used in the proviso to RCW 42.17A.555, means conduct which is (1) lawful, i.e., specifically
authorized, either expressly or by necessary implication, in an appropriate enactment, and (2)
usual, i.e., not effected or authorized in or by some extraordinary means or manner. No local
office or agency may authorize a use of public facilities for the purpose of assisting a candidate's
campaign or promoting or opposing a ballot proposition, in the absence of a constitutional,
charter, or statutory provision separately authorizing such use.
RCW 42.17A.005(4) "Ballot proposition" means any "measure" as defined by
RCW 29A.04.091, or any initiative, recall, or referendum proposition proposed to be submitted
to the voters of the state or any municipal corporation, political subdivision, or other voting
constituency from and after the time when the proposition has been initially filed with the
appropriate election officer of that constituency before its circulation for signatures.
RCW 29A.04.091 “Measure” includes any proposition or question submitted to the voters.
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RCW 42.17A.005(37) defines "political committee" as “any person (except a candidate or an
individual dealing with his or her own funds or property) having the expectation of receiving
contributions or making expenditures in support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot
proposition.”
Interpretation 07-02 “Primary Purpose Test” Guidelines The Act sets forth two alternative
prongs under which an individual or organization may become a political committee and subject
to the Act's reporting requirements. "'Political committee' means any person ... having the
expectation of receiving contributions or making expenditures in support of, or opposition to,
any candidate or any ballot proposition.” RCW 42.17A.005(37) Thus, a person or organization
may become a political committee by either (1) expecting to receive or receiving contributions,
or (2) expecting to make or making expenditures to further electoral political goals. [Footnote:
We use the phrases "electoral political goals" and "electoral political activity" to convey the
statutory language "support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot proposition."]
A requirement of the “making expenditures” prong states that the organization making
expenditures must have as its “primary or one of the primary purposes … to affect, directly or
indirectly, governmental decision making by supporting or opposing candidates or ballot
propositions …”
In addition, the Interpretation states that an appropriate framework for determining whether
electoral political activity is one of the organization’s primary purposes should include an
examination of the stated goals and mission of the organization and whether electoral political
activity is a primary means of achieving the stated goals and mission during the period in
question.
A nonexclusive list of analytical tools that may be used to evaluate the evidence includes:
1. The content of the stated goals and mission of the organization;
2. Whether the organization’s actions further its stated goals and mission;
3. Whether the stated goals and mission of the organization would be substantially
achieved by a favorable outcome in any upcoming election; and
4. Whether the organization uses means other than electoral political activity to achieve its
stated goals.
RCW 42.17A.205 – Statement of organization by political committees. States in part: Every
political committee shall file a statement of organization with the commission. The statement
must be filed within two weeks after organization or within two weeks after the date the
committee first has the expectation of receiving contributions or making expenditures in any
election campaign, whichever is earlier.
RCW 42.17A.235 and 240 require continuing political committees to file timely, accurate
reports of contributions and expenditures. Under the full reporting option, until five months
before the general election, C-4 reports are required monthly when contributions or expenditures
exceed $200 since the last report.
RCW 42.17A.255, states in part: (1) For the purposes of this section the term "independent
expenditure" means any expenditure that is made in support of or in opposition to any candidate
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or ballot proposition and is not otherwise required to be reported pursuant to
RCW 42.17A.220, 42.17A.235, and 42.17A.240. … (2) Within five days after the date of
making an independent expenditure that by itself or when added to all other such independent
expenditures made during the same election campaign by the same person equals one hundred
dollars or more, or within five days after the date of making an independent expenditure for
which no reasonable estimate of monetary value is practicable, whichever occurs first, the person
who made the independent expenditure shall file with the commission an initial report of all
independent expenditures made during the campaign prior to and including such date.
II. Staff Investigative Review, Analysis and Conclusions
A. Staff Review of Complaint
PDC staff reviewed the following documents:
•

PDC Cases 6626, 6627, and 6628 (Port of Tacoma Officials, EDB, and Chamber) for
Arthur West’s related Citizen Action Complaint filed June 16, 2016.

•

Arthur West’s December 20, 2016 Citizen Action Complaint.

•

Responses received from the Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber to Arthur
West’s December 20, 2016 Citizen Action Complaint.

B. PDC Staff Investigative Review Findings, Analysis, and Conclusions
First Allegation: That Port of Tacoma officials (John Wolfe, CEO, and Commissioners Don
Johnson, Connie Bacon, Dick Marzano, Don Meyer, and Clare Petrich) violated RCW
42.17A.555 by using the Port's facilities to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma
Charter Initiative 5. The complaint alleged that Port officials engaged in a previously unknown
media communications and public relations campaign that was in addition to, and separate
from, a lawsuit initiated by the Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development Board of TacomaPierce County and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber on June 6, 2016 to request a declaratory
judgment in Pierce County Superior Court to determine whether the two initiatives exceeded the
scope of local initiative power.
On February 6, 2017, Carolyn Lake responded to the December 20, 2016 Complaint on behalf of
the Port of Tacoma (Exhibit 4 – Port Response) 1. Ms. Lake stated that when the Port, along
with Co-Plaintiffs the EDB and the Chamber, decided to seek a judicial determination that both
Charter Initiative 5 and Code Initiative 6 were beyond the proper scope of local initiative power,
and thus invalid, they decided to develop talking points and press materials to explain to the
public that the lawsuit was being filed, and why it was being filed. She said the Port also

1
In addition to “Exhibit 4 – Port Response,” this memo includes 22 additional exhibits provided by the Port with its
response that are also marked Exhibit 4, but with an additional number corresponding to an exhibit reference
included in the Port’s response.
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decided to meet with the Tacoma News Tribune to explain that a lawsuit was being filed, and
why it was being filed.
Staff found that the Port developed a one-page Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan, a
two-page Water Ballot Initiative Backgrounder, one set of talking points called Potential
Questions, and a one-page News Release (Exhibit 3, Pages 7-14). The Port also held one
meeting with the Tacoma News Tribune Editorial Board on June 6, 2016, the date the judicial
challenge was filed in Pierce County Superior Court. The Port’s Water Ballot Initiative
Communications Plan covered a one-week period, and included materials related to the judicial
challenge. Its purpose was to inform the public that the Port was participating in the Declaratory
Judgement lawsuit, and to explain why the Port was participating in the lawsuit.
The Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan was one-page and stated its objective as “To
communicate our request that Pierce County Superior Court declare invalid two initiatives
seeking to amend the Tacoma city charter and municipal code to require a public vote on any
development using 1 million or more gallons of water per day.” Its key messages included:
1. The Port of Tacoma has filed a lawsuit in Pierce County Superior Court to invalidate two
initiatives currently gathering signatures.
2. The two ballot initiatives seek a public vote on potential developments that would use 1
million gallons of water or more per day.
3. These initiatives, similar to ones declared invalid in other parts of the state and country,
are aimed at requiring public votes on industrial developments that create economic
opportunities and family-wage jobs for our community.
The Communications Plan also included a section entitled, “Situation” which stated, “A political
action committee is gathering signatures to put two separate initiatives on the fall 2016 ballot.
The initiatives seek to amend the Tacoma city charter and municipal code to require a public
vote on any new development using 1 million gallons or more of water each day. These
initiatives were in response to Northwest Innovation Works’ now-canceled natural gas-tomethanol facility, but they would have much broader consequences to manufacturing, industrial
and technological developments within and outside Tacoma city limits. The initiatives and the
hurdles they seek to impose send a bad message to economic investors that Tacoma/Pierce
County no longer welcomes economic investors and new jobs.”
The Port’s two-page Water Ballot Initiative Backgrounder (Exhibit 3, Pages 9-10) included
three statements under the heading Key Points that are identical to the three statements listed in
the Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan (Exhibit 3, Page 8) under the heading Key
Messages. The Backgrounder listed three “Legal Arguments” for filing the declaratory
judgement action, and six Port objections to the initiatives. Finally, the Backgrounder included
three statements about Tacoma Public Utilities, its obligation to serve water and power demand
in its service territories, its supply source availability, and its average available water supply and
usage per day.
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The talking points, called Potential Questions, (Exhibit 3, Pages 11-12) provided background
information, three potential questions, and three suggested responses to those questions. The
three potential questions were:
1. Why doesn’t the Port want a public vote on the issue?
2. Tacoma Public Utilities asked residents last summer to conserve water because of a
drought. Why shouldn’t industry have to cut back on its water use as well?
3. Some say Tacoma should move past its industrial history and embrace a new future.
The News Release (Exhibit 3, Page 13) was released on June 6, 2016 and announced the filing
of the judicial challenge. Its opening paragraph stated, “Port, EDB and Chamber file lawsuit
to invalidate proposed water initiatives. The Port of Tacoma filed a lawsuit Monday asking
Pierce County Superior Court to declare invalid two proposed initiatives currently gathering
signatures.” The News Release also included information from the Water Ballot Initiative
Communications Plan, the Water Ballot Initiative Backgrounder, and the talking points for
potential questions to explain why the Port, the EDB, and the Chamber joined together to file a
lawsuit “to keep the legally flawed initiatives off the ballot.”
The last three points of the News Release go beyond stating that a lawsuit has been filed, and
attempt to explain why the Port, EDB, and Chamber had concluded that the proposed initiatives
were a flawed attempt to implement policy detrimental to Pierce County. The three points were:
1. These initiatives attempt to thwart the missions of the Port, Economic Development
Board and Chamber to create jobs and economic opportunity for Pierce County.
2. More than 29,000 jobs are generated by Port activity, which also provides $195 million
per year in state and local taxes to support education, roads and police and fire protection
for our community.
3. The Tacoma-Puyallup industrial subarea’s 21,300 jobs make up 4 percent of the region’s
industrial employment. These jobs pay an average $80,000 per year.
The Port has a history of preparing communication plans to advise the public of significant Port
actions. The Port supplied several examples of Port issued press releases and “backgrounders,”
many of which announced the Port’s role in litigation matters (Exhibit 4, Port Response, Page
24).
The Port’s creation of a communication plan for its judicial action concerning Tacoma Initiatives
5 and 6 was consistent with its normal and regular conduct for communicating to the public
significant action it undertakes.
In Case 6626, Arthur West’s June 16, 2016 Complaint against Port officials, PDC staff
concluded that seeking a judicial declaration concerning the validity of Tacoma Code Initiative 6
and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 was not a prohibited use of public facilities by Port of Tacoma
officials in violation of RCW 42.17A.555 because the Port’s expenditures were “normal and
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regular” in that that they were lawful, and usual and customary. On December 23, 2016, when
Pierce County Superior Court issued its ruling granting the Port, EDB, and Chamber motion to
dismiss the Attorney General’s complaint, the Court found that action to seek a judicial
declaration of invalidity of proposed Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6 was not in opposition to a
campaign or ballot issues as meant in RCW 42.17A.255 or RCW 42.17A.555. The Court also
found that the prohibition in RCW 42.17A.555 concerning the use of public facilities for
campaign purposes (to promote or oppose a ballot proposition) does not apply to the pursuit of a
judicial Declaratory Judgement Action over the validity of Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6. The
Court ruling also stated that pursuing a judicial Declaratory Judgement Action over the validity
of Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6 does not trigger the campaign reporting requirements of RCW
42.17A.255, and that Defendants Port, Chamber, and EDB did not violate the Fair Campaign
Practices Act (Exhibit 4, Port Response, Page 9) and (Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 1.).
If staff had been asked by the Port to review its Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan
before it was implemented, including its Water Ballot Initiative Backgrounder, Potential
Questions, News Release, and proposed visit with the Tacoma News Tribune, we may have
suggested that the Port refrain from commenting on the policy merits of the proposed initiatives,
including its impact on the local economy, if implemented. However, because the
Communications Plan (1) focused on explaining that a lawsuit had been filed and why it had
been filed, and (2) was short in duration (one week), and because, although on appeal by the
Attorney General, Pierce County Superior Court has ruled that seeking a declaratory judgement
challenging the validity of a ballot proposition is not a violation under RCW 42.17A.555 and the
expenses of such a challenge are not reportable under RCW 42.17A.255, staff does not believe
the Port’s Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan, including its Water Ballot Initiative
Backgrounder, Potential Questions, News Release, and visit with the Tacoma News Tribune,
warrants enforcement action under RCW 42.17A.555 or RCW 42.17A.255.
The critical question is whether the Port’s communication plan documents went beyond stating
that a lawsuit had been filed and why it had been filed, in a manner or to a degree that constituted
a prohibited use of public facilities to oppose Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6. As in Case 6626, in
Case 11701, Mr. West’s December 20, 2016 Complaint against Port officials, staff has likewise
concluded that creating the communication plan documents at issue in the Complaint, to explain
to the public the Port’s expenditures to seek a judicial declaration concerning the validity of
Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6, including the creation of related emails, did not constitute a
prohibited use of public facilities by Port of Tacoma officials in violation of RCW 42.17A.555.
Staff has concluded that the Port’s expenditures to create and implement its communication plan,
in this instance, were “normal and regular” in that they were lawful, and usual and customary.
Second Allegation: That the Port, the EDB, and the Chamber violated RCW 42.17A.255 by
failing to report these media communications and public relations “campaign expenditures” as
Independent Expenditures on PDC form C-6.
On February 7, 2017, Jason Whalen responded on behalf of the EDB (Exhibit 5). He stated that
while the EDB was a Co-Plaintiff with the Port of Tacoma and the Chamber in seeking a judicial
declaration of invalidity of proposed Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6, the EDB did not prepare or
distribute the documents included in Mr. West’s Complaint that were described as a
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communication plan. Mr. Whalen stated that while the EDB ultimately received a copy of the
Port’s “Water Ballot Initiative Communications Plan”, the “Backgrounder,” explaining the basis
for the legal action, and the “Water Ballot Initiative” documents in the form of emails, the EDB
did not participate or engage in a “communications campaign” separate and apart from its
participation in the Pierce County Legal Action. Mr. Whalen stated that no resources, other than
internal staff time, were expended on internal or external communications about the lawsuit
filing. Mr. Whalen acknowledged that EDB’s CEO, Bruce Kendall, attended a Tacoma News
Tribune editorial board briefing when the legal action was commenced, but stated that this EDB
activity was solely to communicate to the public and its investors the fact of the EDB’s
involvement in the lawsuit, and why the lawsuit had been filed.
On February 8, 2017, Valarie Zeeck responded on behalf of the Chamber (Exhibit 6). She stated
that her response incorporated by reference all arguments presented by the Port and the EDB. In
addition, Ms. Zeeck noted that the Chamber did not make any expenditures related to the alleged
media campaign, nor did it participate in the development, drafting, or editing of any of the
documents attached to Mr. West’s December 20, 2016 Complaint that he described as a
communication plan, with the possible exception of one email that appears to be directly related
to the June 6, 2016 lawsuit requesting a declaratory judgement that Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6
were invalid.
Consistent with staff’s analysis that the Port’s expenditures to create and implement the
communication plan at issue in the Complaint was not a prohibited use of public facilities in
opposition to a campaign or ballot issue in violation of RCW 42.17A.555, staff has concluded
that in Case 11701 (Port of Tacoma), the communication plan was not in opposition to a
campaign or ballot issue as meant in RCW 42.17A.255, and was therefore not reportable by the
Port as an Independent Expenditure under RCW 42.17A.255.
For Cases 11702 (EDB) and 11703 (Chamber), staff has concluded that because neither the EDB
nor the Chamber participated in the development, drafting, or editing of any of the documents
described by Mr. West as a communication plan, and because neither the EDB nor the Chamber
expended any resources for the development of the communication plan, and because staff has
concluded that the communication plan was not in opposition to a campaign or ballot issue as
meant in RCW 42.17A.255, neither the EDB nor the Chamber have any reporting requirements
under RCW 42.17A.255.
Third Allegation: That the Port, the EDB, and the Chamber violated RCW 42.17A.205, .235,
and .240 by failing to register and report the communication plan expenditures as a political
committee.
For the same reason that the Port is not required to report its communication plan expenditures as
Independent Expenditures under RCW 42.17A.255, it has no requirement to register and report
these expenditures as a political committee under RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240. Likewise,
because the EDB and the Chamber have no reporting requirement under RCW 42.17A.255, they
have no requirement to register and report as a political committee under RCW 42.17A.205,
.235, and .240.
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The Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber do not meet the definition of a political
committee because they are not a “receiver of contributions” in support of or in opposition to
candidates or ballot propositions, and because making expenditures to support or oppose
candidates or ballot propositions is not one of the primary purposes for these entities. The Port
of Tacoma’s primary purpose is to operate as a special purpose public port district under Title 53
of the Revised Code of Washington, the EDB’s mission is to retain and recruit existing primary
businesses in Tacoma-Pierce County, and the Chamber’s vision and goal is to secure the
economic future of the local business community, and to become the go-to-organization when
there are tough issues that need to be addressed locally, statewide, and nationally.
No evidence was found that the Port of Tacoma, the EDB or the Chamber has, or could,
substantially achieve its stated goals and mission through a favorable outcome of an election.
The Port of Tacoma does not engage in campaign activity, and the EDB and the Chamber clearly
use means other than electoral political activity to achieve their respective stated goals.
III. Summary of Conclusions
A review of Mr. West’s December 20, 2016 complaint, and documentation provided by
respondents Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County,
and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, did not show evidence that the Port violated RCW
42.17A.555 by using public facilities to oppose Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6. Likewise, no
evidence was found that the Port, the EDB, or the Chamber violated RCW 42.17A.255 by failing
to report Independent Expenditures, or that the Port, the EDB, or the Chamber violated RCW
42.17A.205, .235, or .240 by failing to register and report as a political committee.
Based on the factors identified in staff’s investigative review and described above, staff has
determined that enforcement action would not be appropriate concerning the allegations in the
complaint.

IV. Recommendation
For the reasons described above, staff recommends that:
For Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO, and Commissioners Don Johnson, Connie
Bacon, Dick Marzano, Don Meyer, and Clare Petrich), Case 11701, the Commission find there
is no apparent violation of RCW 42.17A.555 by using or authorizing the use of public facilities
to create a communication plan that opposed Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6, and recommend to the
Washington Attorney General that that office take no further action with respect to this allegation
in the Complaint.
Staff recognizes that the Attorney General has appealed Pierce County Superior Court’s decision
to grant the Port, EDB, and Chamber motion to dismiss the Attorney General’s complaint, and
that because the communication plan at issue in this complaint is part and parcel of the activities
at issue in the Attorney General’s complaint against the Port, if the Attorney General’s appeal is
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successful and its complaint is litigated, the Attorney General could decide to include in its
lawsuit the relevant factors concerning the Port of Tacoma’s communication plan.
For the Port of Tacoma, Case 11701, the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce
County, Case 11702, and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, Case 11703, the Commission
find there is no apparent violation of RCW 42.17A.255, by failing to report the cost of a
communication plan as an independent expenditure in opposition to Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6,
and recommend to the Washington Attorney General that that office take no further action with
respect to this allegation in the Complaint.
For the Port of Tacoma, Case 11701, the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce
County, Case 11702, and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, Case 11703, the Commission
find there is no apparent violation of RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing to register and
report the cost of a communication plan as political committee expenditures in opposition to
Tacoma Initiatives 5 and 6, and recommend to the Washington Attorney General that that office
take no further action with respect to these allegations in the Complaint.
Investigative Review Exhibits
Exhibit 1

Report of Investigation, PDC Cases 6626, 6627, and 6628.

Exhibit 2

Executive Summary and Staff Analysis, PDC Cases 6626, 6627, and 6628.

Exhibit 3

Arthur West December 20, 2016 Complaint

Exhibit 4

Port of Tacoma Response to December 20, 2016 Complaint

Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 1. Order Granting Summary Judgement
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 2. Transcript of EFF Thurs County Dismissal
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 3 & 4. Institute for Justice Order Granting Motion for Summ Judgement
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 5 Port of Tacoma 6/16/16 Agenda for Water Initiative Committee Meeting
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 6. Port of Tacoma Ratification of Port Legal Challenge
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 7. Port of Tacoma 6/16/16 Commission Meeting Minutes
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 8. Port of Tacoma 7/1/16 Order Granting Declaratory Judgement
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 9. Arthur West 6/16/16 Citizen Action Complaint
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 10. PDC Staff Executive Summary, Report and Exhibits (6626,6627,6628)
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 10. Fu Port of Tacoma Overview
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 10. Fu Part 2 Port of Tacoma History, Part II
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Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 11. 8/9/16 PDC staff letter to AG Robert Ferguson (6626,6627,6628)
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 12. AG lawsuit against Port, EDB & Chamber (6626,6627,6628)
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 13. Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 14. Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 15. Reply of Defendants in support of Motion to Dismiss
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 16. Port Reply in Support of Port Motion to Dismiss
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 17. Port of Tacoma Strategic Plan
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 18. Port of Tacoma – Frederickson Industrial Area
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 19. Port of Tacoma – Frederickson-Gateway-Winter 1988
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 20. Port of Tacoma History, Part II
Exhibit 4 – Port Exh 21. Press Materials
Exhibit 5

EDB Response to December 20, 2016 Complaint

Exhibit 6

Chamber Response to December 20, 2016 Complaint
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Executive Summary and Staff Analysis
Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) & Port of Tacoma (6626)
Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (6627)
Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber (6628)
(45-Day Citizen Action Complaint)
This summary highlights staff’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations regarding
the allegations contained in PDC Cases 6626, 6627, and 6628. These cases resulted
from a 45-Day Citizen Action Complaint (Complaint) filed on June 16, 2016 by Arthur
West with the Washington State Attorney General and the Pierce County Prosecutor.
Mr. West alleged that Port of Tacoma Officials, the Port of Tacoma, the Economic
Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (EDB), and the Tacoma-Pierce County
Chamber (Chamber) may have violated RCW 42.17A.
Background
The Attorney General’s Office referred the Complaint to the PDC on July 13, 2016,
for investigation and possible action. On July 15, 2016, PDC staff sent a letter to the
Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber, informing the respondents that staff had
opened a formal investigation, and requesting a written response. On July 21, 2016,
counsel for all Respondents provided a response to the allegations. Carolyn Lake
responded on behalf of Port of Tacoma officials and the Port of Tacoma (Case
6626), Jason Whalen responded on behalf of the EDB (Case 6627), and Valarie
Zeeck responded on behalf of the Chamber (Case 6628).
Allegations
The Complaint alleged that Port of Tacoma Officials may have violated RCW
42.17A.555 by using public facilities to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma
Charter Initiative 5. The complaint also alleged that the Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and
the Chamber may have violated RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing to register
and report their expenditures for legal services to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6,
individually, and as a group, as political committees.
Investigative Findings and Conclusion
Based on the factors identified in the investigation, staff found and concluded as follows:
First Allegation: Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) did not use facilities of
the Port of Tacoma to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5
in a manner prohibited by RCW 42.17A.555 because the Port’s expenditures were
“normal and regular” in that that they were lawful, and usual and customary.
Second Allegation: The Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber did not violate
RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 because neither the Port of Tacoma, the EDB, nor the
Chamber were a “receiver of contributions” in support of or in opposition to candidates
or ballot propositions, and because making expenditures to support or oppose
candidates or ballot propositions is not one of the primary purposes for these entities.
The Port of Tacoma’s primary purpose is to operate as a special purpose public port
district under Title 53 of the Revised Code of Washington, the EDB’s mission is to retain
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and recruit existing primary businesses in Tacoma-Pierce County, and the Chamber’s
vision and goal is to secure the economic future of the local business community, and to
become the go-to-organization when there are tough issues that need to be addressed
locally, statewide, and nationally. The Port does not engage in electoral political
activity. The EDB’s and the Chamber’s electoral political activity in this instance may
have furthered their respective stated goals and mission, but the non-electoral activities
of each entity are those most clearly designed to further each organization’s stated
goals and mission. No evidence was found that the EDB or the Chamber has, or could,
substantially achieve its stated goals and mission through a favorable outcome of an
election. The EDB and the Chamber clearly use means other than electoral political
activity to achieve their respective stated goals. No evidence was found that the Port of
Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber pooled funds to form a joint political committee.
The EDB’s and the Chamber’s expenditures, totaling $9,994 and approximately
$10,000, respectively, appear to have been made for the purpose of opposing Tacoma
Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 at a time when both initiatives were
ballot propositions, even if an active campaign had not been started, and these
expenditures were required to be reported as independent expenditures pursuant to
RCW 42.17A.255.
Recommendation
For the reasons described above, staff recommends that:
For Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) the Commission find there is no
apparent violation of RCW 42.17A.555, and recommend to the Washington Attorney
General that that office take no further action with respect to this allegation in the
Complaint.
For the Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County,
and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, the Commission find there is no apparent
violation of RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing to register and report their
respective expenditures for legal services to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6, individually, and
as a group, as political committees, and recommend to the Washington Attorney
General that that office take no further action with respect to these allegations in the
Complaint.
For the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County and the TacomaPierce County Chamber, the Commission find there is an apparent violation of RCW
42.17A.255, and recommend to the Washington Attorney General that that office take
appropriate action concerning the apparent failure of the EDB and the Chamber to
report expenditures totaling $9,994 and approximately $10,000, respectively, as
independent expenditures opposing Charter Initiative 5 and Code Initiative 6.
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7/20/2016

Port of Tacoma Commission Meeting

PORT OF TACOMA
FINAL AGENDA
THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 2016
The Fabulich Center, Room 104
3600 Port of Tacoma Road
Tacoma, Washington
9:30 AM: EXECUTIVE SESSION
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

RECESS INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION:
A. Two (2) Litigation ItemsRCW 42.30.110 (i)
B. One (1) Personnel: Collective Bargaining ItemRCW 42.30.140
(4)(b)
C. One (1) Personnel: Performance Review ItemRCW 42.30.110
(g)

12:00 PM: COMMISSION MEETING
1.

RETURN TO ORDER:
A. Flag Salute

2.

CONSENT AGENDA:
A. Check Certifications

3.

STAKEHOLDER UPDATES:
A. US Open Briefing: Denise Dyer, Pierce County

3A_Memo
3A Presentation
B. Puyallup River Watershed Update: Harold Smelt, Pierce
County
3B Presentation
http://portoftacoma.com/about/commission
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4.

STUDY SESSION:
A. Port of Tacoma Available Property Overview

4A Memo
4A Presentation
B. Annual Port of Tacoma Master Policy Update Discussion
4B Memo
4B Attachment2015 Master Policy Resolution
4B Presentation
5.

ACTION AGENDA:
A. Request Commission vote to ratify the CEO’s action of filing a
"Declaration Judgement and Injunctive" challenge of two
proposed local Initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: Charter
Amendment 5 and "Code Initiative 6," which asks the Pierce
County Superior Court to (1) declare that local Initiatives
exceed the proper scope of local initiative powers and therefore
invalid and, (2) enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being
validated and enjoin the Initiatives from being placed on the
November 2016 ballot, or adopted by the City.

5A Memo
5A Presentation
B. Request authorization for the CEO to execute a timeonly
amendment to existing Interlocal Agreement No. CC78445
between Pierce County and the Port of Tacoma to extend the
termination date from December 31, 2016 to December 31,
2017 to support the General Investigation Study on the Puyallup
River.
5B Memo
5B AttachmentILA
5B Presentation
C. THIS ITEM HAS BEEN PULLED: Request authorization to
issue a request for proposals for a personal services agreement
for state lobbying services not to exceed $264,000 over four
years.
D. THIS ITEM WAS POSTPONED DUE TO TIME
CONSTRAINTS: Consider the annual CEO evaluation and any
proposed change in compensation.
http://portoftacoma.com/about/commission
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6.

PUBLIC COMMENT

7.

COMMISSIONER COMMENT

8.

ADJOURNMENT
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Item No: __5A___
Meeting: 06/16/16
DATE:

June 10, 2016

TO:

Port Commission

FROM:

John Wolfe, Chief Executive Officer
Project Manager: Tara Mattina, Communications Director

SUBJECT:

Commission Ratification of Port Legal Challenge to two Tacoma Initiatives

A. ACTION REQUESTED
Request Commission vote to ratify the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma—Charter
Amendment 5 and Code Initiative 6 (“Initiatives”). The Declaratory Judgment asks the Pierce
County Superior Court to:
(1) Declare that local Initiatives exceed the proper scope of local initiative powers and therefore
are invalid.
(2) Enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being validated and enjoin the Initiatives from being
placed on the November 2016 ballot or adopted by the City.
B. BACKGROUND
1. The Initiative Actions
Signature gathering is underway for two proposed City of Tacoma Initiatives: Charter Amendment
5 (“Charter Initiative”) Attachment A and “Code Initiative 6” (“Code Initiative”) Attachment B.
One Initiative seeks to amend the Tacoma Charter; the other to amend the Tacoma Municipal
Code, but both are substantively the same. Both Initiatives seek: (1) to require a public vote on
any land use proposal that consumes more than 1,336 CCF (1 million gallons) of water or more
daily from Tacoma, (2) to overrule and/or disavow the United States Constitution, along with
“international, federal [and] state laws” that “interfere” with the proposed amendment, (3) to curtail
the jurisdiction of state and federal courts, and certain rights under the federal Constitution,
including rights of corporations.
The Initiatives are driven by an entity called Save Tacoma Water (STW), a registered political
committee.
2. Flawed Initiatives Provide Strong Basis for Successful Challenge
In Washington, local initiative and referendum powers may only be used to pass and repeal
certain types of ordinances. Overall, local initiatives cannot compel a vote on zoning or
development projects, set conditions for the provision of water, interfere with existing city
administrative management of water operations and city budgeting, or conflict with local, state
and federal laws. The two Tacoma local Initiatives contain all these defects.
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3. Current Tacoma Water Operations
Tacoma has operated a municipal water system for more than 123 years. Under the
Tacoma City Charter, Tacoma Water (TPU) is a regional water utility established in the
City's Department of Public Utilities.
Tacoma has a legal obligation under state laws (RCW 80.28. 110, 80.04.010, 80.04.380,
and 80.04.385) to serve water and power demand in its service territories, and to
acquire supplies and develop facilities (if necessary) to do so. The proposed Initiatives
include pronouncements that go beyond the scope of Tacoma’s city limits, affecting
hundreds if not thousands of customers outside the Tacoma City limits.1
Both the Charter and Chapter 35.33 RCW provide that the Tacoma city legislative authority
(the City Council) alone is authorized to may make changes and adjustments to the budget.
TPU, a division of the City of Tacoma accounts for 41 percent of Tacoma’s budget.
Tacoma has a lengthy history of administering the supply of water to commercial,
manufacturing, technological and industrial consumers and has sufficient infrastructure,
capacity and supply to serve future large water users:

Water

Current Total System
Average Day Demand

Power

Historical & Current Tide flats
Average Industrial Demand

Water
Power

2015:
Peak Day:
2015:
Peak Day:
1985:
2015:
1985:
2015:

56 MGD
97 MG
551 aMW
907 MW
35.4 MGD
16.9 MGD
158.4 aMW
53.7 aMW

The operation of the Tacoma City water system, including the authority to contract to
provide for water service and what quantities and by what means, are all city
administrative functions. These functions are beyond the scope of local initiative
powers.
The local Initiatives which purport to allow a public vote on whether to grant or deny water service
within TPU’s water service area, conflicts with state water law. Tacoma cannot validly be
compelled through local initiative to enact regulations that limit the rights of other jurisdictions to
access Tacoma’s water service.
Washington law holds zoning and development matters are not subject to initiative power. The
two local Initiatives impermissibly attempt to require a public vote over what are essentially
zoning/permitting decisions over developments that use a threshold amount of water, which
would negatively impact the region’s economy and send a negative message for business
recruitment.

1

Save Our Water concedes: “Residents of Tacoma, Fife, Milton, Kent, Covington, Lakewood, Bonney Lake,
Federal Way, the Muckleshoot and Puyallup Reservations and portions of Auburn and Des Moines are
dependent on fresh water from Tacoma Public Utility….” Petitions, Attachments A & B.

Port of Tacoma – Public Affairs
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The Initiative would interfere with the budgeting power of the Tacoma City Council because the
Initiatives would, outside of the statutory budget process, create a significant revenue impact
upon the City.
4. Form of Challenge
The legal challenge takes the form of a “Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive” action, which asks
the Court to (1) declare that Initiatives exceeds the proper scope of initiative power and therefore
are invalid, and (2) enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being validated and enjoin the Initiatives
from being placed on the November 2016 ballot, or adopted by the City.
The Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (“EDB”) and the Tacoma-Pierce
County Chamber (“Chamber”) joined the Port in the action as co-Plaintiffs, based on their shared
concern of the Initiatives’ impact on their mission of economic development for the region.
The Port of Tacoma has a state legislative mandate to foster economic development in
Tacoma and Pierce County. A critical Port mission is to lease lands to tenants, who can and
do include manufacturing, commercial, technological and industrial entities that may and do use
more than 1 million gallons a day from TPU.
The EDB and the Chamber serve as Tacoma/Pierce County economic advocates and each are
dedicated to enhancing economic vitality and promoting efforts to attract investment in Tacoma
and Pierce County, which can include manufacturing, commercial, technological and industrial
entities that may use more than 1 million gallons of water a day. The Port, EDB and Chamber
would be adversely affected by the Initiatives which, if adopted, would interfere with Tacoma’s
longstanding program to provide necessary water service to technologic, manufacturing,
industrial and commercial users throughout Pierce County.
The City of Tacoma agrees the Initiatives are defective and have filed a cross claim against the
Initiative sponsors within the existing suit.
C. TIMEFRAME/PROJECT SCHEDULE
The legal challenge was filed June 6, 2016. The City filed its Answer and Cross Claims on June
8, 2016. The Port expects Plaintiffs to file preliminary Motions shortly, and seek resolution of the
issues at the trial court level within 6 weeks.
D. FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The Port’s legal budget is $60,000.00.
E. ECONOMIC INVESTMENT
The Port undertook this action in defense of its economic development mission, and on behalf of
those residents and water users outside the Tacoma city limits, as well as on behalf of future
technologic, manufacturing, industrial and commercial users throughout Pierce County, which are
served by Tacoma Water, and who would be denied a voice in Tacoma’s provision of water under
the Initiatives.

Port of Tacoma – Public Affairs
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F. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS / REVIEW
There are no environmental impacts associated with the Port’s legal action.
G. NEXT STEPS
The Port’s Legal Counsel will continue to work with its partners at the EDB and Chamber to pursue
the challenge.

Port of Tacoma – Public Affairs
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Commission Meeting Minutes – June 16, 2016
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
THE FABULICH CENTER, ROOM 104
3600 PORT OF TACOMA ROAD, TACOMA, WASHINGTON
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT:
1. Connie Bacon, President
2. Dick Marzano, Vice President
3. Don Meyer, Secretary
4. Clare Petrich, 1st Assistant Secretary
5. Don Johnson, 2nd Assistant Secretary

STAFF PRESENT:
1. John Wolfe, Chief Executive Officer
2. Carolyn Lake, Port Counsel
3. Judi Doremus, Executive Assistant
4. Sean Eagan, Director, Government Affairs
5. Jason Jordan, Director, Environmental Programs
6. Scott Francis, Director, Real Estate
7. Erin Galeno, CFAO
8. Mark Little, Director, Contracts & Purchasing

9:30 am: EXECUTIVE SESSION
Call to order and recess into Executive Session:
1. Two Litigation Items
RCW 42.30.110 (i)
2. One Personnel-Collective Bargaining Item RCW 42.30.140 (4) (b)
3. One Personnel-Performance Review Item
RCW 42.30.110 (g)
12:00 noon: REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING
1. RETURN TO ORDER:
A. Flag Salute
2. CONSENT AGENDA:
A. Voucher Certification: Checks #208715 through #209012 and wire transfers in the total amount of
$9,458,346.18 during the period of May 11, 2016 through June 7, 2016 were certified.
Motion was made by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
“Approve the above Consent Agenda”.
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0
3. STAKEHOLDER UPDATES:
A. U.S. Open Briefing - Denise Dyer, Pierce County Economic Development Director:
1. The economic benefits to the region were discussed.
2. The coverage of the Pacific Northwest worldwide was discussed.
3. Purchasing of flowers, food and HVAC system were local.
4. The USGA respected the wishes of the community to include honoring the military, free kid days and
donating all of the leftover food to the local foodbank. The USGA now has a policy that all leftover food
will be donated each year.
B. Puyallup River Watershed Update – Harold Smelt, Pierce County Surface Water Management:
1. Progress to date on this project was discussed.
2. Proposed is one long setback levee (eight miles in length) from Tacoma to Puyallup.
3. Planning and engineering will take approximately three years and construction is estimated to take
approximately six years. This timeline includes property acquisition.
4. Other approaches, including their pros and cons, were discussed.
4.

STUDY SESSIONS:
A. Port of Tacoma Available Property Overview-Scott Francis, Real Estate Director:
1. CEO Wolfe stated that, with Commission direction, future potential leases will be brought forward in two
readings. The first reading will be a briefing for the Commission and public. During the second reading,
if no changes occur, the action will be brought to the Commission for action. Commission requests that
this be made a written policy.
2. Port of Tacoma Real Estate goals for available properties were reviewed.
3. Commissioner Meyer requests more visibility to the RFP process upfront, to include a public hearing to
discuss the options for marketed properties.
4. Commissioner Marzano requests a report showing the number of acres of Port-owned properties versus the
number of acres owned privately.
5. Ralph Ibarra, Diverse America Network: Asked about a foreign trade zone. Our FTZs can be established
anywhere in the county. These do change based on user needs.
6. Arthur West: Asked about the Port owning property in Thurston County (Maytown). Initially there was
an ILA with Thurston County, but this has ended. The Port is in compliance for the property during this
wind-down phase with the intent to sell the property.
7. Dr. Linda Fortune: Reminded the Commission of their desire to have a dialogue with the public.
She recommend that we have a dialog with the public regarding the types of industries that should be on
each property.
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8. Michael Lafreniere: Stated that he is interested in a subarea plan discussion between the Port of Tacoma
and the City of Tacoma. He asked if the Port will be engaging with the City of Tacoma regarding subarea
planning. Commission responded that there is a scheduled joint study session with the City of Tacoma on
June 28th. The City of Tacoma is hosting this meeting and has a policy that public comment is not taken
during study sessions.
9. Jan _______ (last name unknown, as not on public comment sign-up sheet) She asked why residents don’t
receive notices of cleanups or large proposed projects in the Tideflats. Staff responded that there are
different statute requirements for different projects. Notices are given by the regulatory agency involved
(not the Port), and each one has different notification requirements.
10. Billy Blattler: Requested that public meetings be listed on the website. Commissioner Bacon responded
that all public meetings are listed on our website. Tara Mattina, Communications Director, suggested
anyone who is interested go to www.Portoftacoma/subscribe to sign up for any distribution lists that are of
interest.
11. Alan Oldstudent: Requested that the meetings be held at a time when “normal working people” can
attend. Commissioner Bacon responded that we have held meetings in the evenings in the past and did not
have any sizable community members attending. We moved the meetings to 12 noon so people could
attend during the lunch hour. The meetings are also webstreamed live and available online at any time.
They are also played multiple times on public TV. Since so many people work swing shifts or evening
shifts, there really is no “normal working people” time.
B. Master Policy Update Discussion-Erin Galeno, CFO and Mark Little, Director, Contracts & Purchasing:
1. In Section III staff intends to add language regarding implementing two readings of leases to the Master
Policy in 2016. Commissioner Marzano recommends that second readings be used in a broader sense.
2. Under Section III: Commissioner Meyer would like future dialogue on updates to the RFP process.
3. Small properties for nonprofits: Staff looks at documented economic value and market value of properties.
4. Commissioner Meyer suggested that under the Legal Section that, as elected officials, the Commission
should not delegate legal action to the CEO.
5. Ralph Ibarra: Commended the Port of Tacoma for its support of small business. Economic empowerment
through the Port of Tacoma is germane to the concerns that citizens state around transparency. With the
Master Policy the Commission has an opportunity to be creative and innovative in keeping dollars
collected by the Port of Tacoma circulating in our communities.
6. Arthur West: Stated that it important that before an agency takes legal action that their elected officials be
in agreement.
5. ACTION AGENDA:
A. Challenge of Two Proposed Local Initiatives:
“Request ratification of the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive challenge of
two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: (1) Charter Amendment 5 and (2) Code
Initiative 6.”
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
1. CEO Wolfe gave a brief introduction. Commissioner Bacon stated that because this an active litigation
issue, our legal counsel cannot answer questions from the public that would violate the attorney-client
privileged information.
2. The reasons the two initiatives are not legal actions were discussed.
3. Robert Mack, Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU), Public Affairs and Linda McCrea, Tacoma Water
Superintendent, were in attendance and provided information on the legal requirements of TPU. If the
City operated on the language in the initiatives they would violate state law. Mack stated that water use is
down approximately 50% since 1985.
4. Claudia Reidener: Regarding the available water: She stated that Lake Haven Water District sold water to
Tacoma last year. She asked why Tacoma is buying water while saying we have a surplus of water.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Robert Mack: Responded that last year was an exceptional year for high temperatures and lack of
precipitation. Lake Haven is one of TPUs partners and they provide the Lake Haven area with water.
There is a regional system in place so that when one partner needs water more than another they can
borrow from the other partners. The system is designed for exchanges. He stated that TPU does not
withdraw water above approved levels from the Green River. He stated that there is a law stating that TPU
will provide water to all customers and cannot discriminate based on the amount used. The same law
applies to electrical power. Public utilities cannot say that because there are low-flow months during a
decade that they won’t provide water to any customer. There is policy they must comply with. The law
requires public utilities to serve the public and put in provisions for low-flow periods.
Judi Chelotti: She was unable to attend the meeting, but submitted a written statement, which is attached
to these minutes.
As this is an active litigation issue, our legal counsel cannot answer questions from the public that would
violate the attorney-client privileged information.
Carolyn Lake: Stated that the Port of Tacoma is not seeking damages from anyone. When the City of
Tacoma filed a cross complaint they asked for attorney fees, but they filed an amended complaint
withdrawing that. There will be a hearing to present positions in two to four weeks.
Michael Lafreniere: Stated that they filed with the City of Tacoma for a new standard to protect water.
They have collected 16,000 signatures in 100 days. Both initiatives strive to protect the public from users
who would use more than 1 million gallons per day. He spoke that he opposes the Port challenging the
two initiatives. He feels it is undemocratic to keep the initiatives
off of the
PDC Exhibit
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9. William Kupinse: He has concerns about the amount of money needed to subsidize the PSE LNG project.
PSE has put $5.5 million toward reopening the Tideflats fire station, but there is a $5 to $7 million gap.
He also stated that PSE is looking to receive reimbursement for this money they invested in the fire
station. He feels we should not develop any fossil fuel projects.
10. Alan Oldstudent: Stated that citizens of Tacoma are not in the mood to be told what they can do. They
have tried to conserve water. He asked about showing respect to citizens. He added that the water belongs
to the voters. He feels this challenge is an attack on voice of people.
11. Donna Walters, Save Tacoma Water: Stated that the group of citizens who elected the Commissioners
have lost faith in their judgement. Walters is the Co-Chair and Sponsor of Save Tacoma Water. She
stated that citizens must speak up when they disagree with actions taken by elected officials. This group
wants to protect our resources. They are not against jobs. They want to protect our water. She stated that
the Commission has not reached out to citizens since this initiative began four months ago. She asked that
the Port of Tacoma withdraw from the lawsuit.
12. Rita Andreeva: Stated that water is a commodity with supply and demand. In other countries cities have
run out of water. Climate change is a serious threat. Each year could be worse than the year before. She
asked what will happen if we allow an industry to use large amounts of water and there is not enough for
the public. She stated that the humane thing would be to give the water to the people and not industry.
Citizens should be able to have a voice in their government. Even though we have enough water here we
might need to give it to people south of us when they run out.
13. LaDonna Robertson: Stated she is speaking on behalf of Redline, Save Tacoma Water and We the People.
She stated that the lawsuit brought against passage of the two water initiatives, which would put TPU
against state law, wouldn’t come to that. They only want to bring companies to our area that would use
our resources responsibly.
14. Billie Blattler: Stated that she is concerned about decisions that have been made that seem unattractive to
the people. She doesn’t know why only City of Tacoma citizens could sign the water initiative petition
since this would affect people outside of the city. She stated that it is our water and you need to listen to
the voters.
15. Christina Brown: Stated that we need to craft a different vision for Pierce County. Money and law are
very dry, but businesses are made up of people. We need to craft a future together instead of butting
heads. We are in a dire emergency with the climate. We need to pay attention and look at what we can
do to conserve water. We need more efforts. We want a clean environment. LNG Plant: In the EIS it is
described as a marine bunkering facility. She is confused at this point how the Port can make this happen.
She has safety issue concerns for an LNG plant and a bunkering facility. It is not recommended to put
this in a dense urban environment and in an active port.
16. Scott McNabb, Tacoma Longshore: Stated that he spent over 2,000 hours working in port last year. He
feels that the PSE LNG project is a progressive one. The shipping industry that is not going anywhere.
Everyone in the maritime industry is switching to LNG. LNG is the cleanest way to power the ships. He
stated that we are trying to do whatever we can to make it better. He asked people to consider that the
only alternative is to continue with diesel, which is much worse for the environment and the workers.
17. Russ Higley: Stated that he feels it is disingenuous to say we have excess water when we had a water
shortage last year and also to say that the Tacoma initiative would exclude people outside the city limits.
The Port of Tacoma website states that the Commission sets policy. He feels that the Commission is
going in the wrong direction. Referring to the EIS process: Commissioners have no decision power in
the EIS.
18. Arthur West: Stated that the Port of Tacoma is using its power. He can identify with some of the
frustrations vented today. He stated that the Port has a history of bullying citizens and withholding
records. He is concerned about corporations and the government joining forces with the EDB and the
Chamber. He has submitted a written complaint alleging illegal election practices. He feels that the Port
is illegally spending funds to oppose ballot measures.
19. Bea Christopherson: Stated that she is fed up with entrenched corrupt government. Suits inflame voters.
She feel that the “We the People” has been lost. She wants control over the government and stated that
they need to stop steamrolling over us. She considers the challenge to the initiative wrong. In regard to
the methanol versus LNG plant: LNG is fairly safe. In liquid form it is not a flammable risk. LNG is
safer and cleaner than diesel. PSE is a good guy. She advised the public to pick their battles wisely.
20. Roxanne Murray: Stated that there is a misconception that LNG is a green form of energy. That is not
true. LNG results in less carbon dioxide, but increases methane. We would be trading one greenhouse
gas for another.
21. Grant Regal, PSE: Responded to the level of threat that the LNG project poses to downtown Tacoma:
He stated that safety requirements are in the design. It poses no threat of explosion or fire to Tacoma.
There are specific requirements to be addressed and contained to the project site in the permits. The
design has confirmed this. He stated that the primary use of the facility would be for peak shaving. There
are other facilities in this area that accomplish this. There is one in Gig Harbor. PSE also has a decadesold facility near Centralia. At these sites natural gas is inserted into the ground and withdrawn on peak
use days. This is key to keeping natural gas coming to homes and businesses. The implication that we
would export LNG from the Tideflats facility is not true. It is not big enough. It would take over a year
to fill one tanker ship from this facility.
22. Dean McGrath, ILWU: Stated that we definitely are in some challenging times. He welcomes the
public’s interest. He is discouraged to see the accusations being made against the Commission stating that
it is against the public. Commissioners don’t make a lot of money and their decisions have made this
community successful. However, people do bring up some good points. There is a lot of misinformation
out there. I don’t think anyone is maliciously trying to do anything in bad faith. He suggested that the
Port, along with some of these groups, could form some kind of committee to get to the bottom of issues.
Our community needs to be successful. We could form a committee to bring these issues forward with
equal representation from many groups to move forward and make rational decisions.
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23. Sue Clemmons: Regarding the LNG plant being a peak shave facility: She stated that Attachment J to the
EIS shows the following use: 7% peak shaving, 18% other uses and 75% marine bunkering. However,
Attachment J was not with the final document. There will be much more than 7% of that facility used on
peak cold days. On other days it is there as a backup. Will check on Attachment J. Today there are two
known uses: peak shaving and TOTE’s ships. There are discussions underway regarding converting
Washington State ferries over to LNG fuel, as well as over-the-road trucking discussions. Nothing is in
place at this point, however.
24. Claudia Reidener: Asked why the Port waited several months before file this lawsuit. Why didn’t they
step in earlier? Contrary to what we heard, she stated that the Port and Chamber are asking for damages
and attorney costs. You are supporting keeping the status quo by only requiring that three Commissioners
approve a lease. Diesel is bad, but we are pushing pollution upstream with LNG. Regarding safety: This
will be the first bunkering LNG facility in the nation and the permits are not yet in place.
25. Carolyn Lake: Stated that the City of Tacoma is deleting the section of the suit asking for financial
damages. The Port’s suit inadvertently asks for attorney fees, and an amended complaint is going out this
afternoon that takes this language out.
26. Billie Blattler: Stated that she is not sure if anyone here today asked the Commission to withdraw their
challenge. She is asking that they withdraw this challenge. She stated that we are talking about honest
people who have concerns.
27. Commissioner Don Meyer: Stated that we have to get past reactionary thinking. He is looking forward to
sitting down as a community to decide how we want to move forward. The Port needs to reestablish our
community connections,
28. Commissioner Connie Bacon: Stated that we need to find a way to get together. She stated this suit is a
democratic process, and that she is ready to stand by the court’s response. She hopes the public is too.
29. Commissioner Dick Marzano: Stated that the Commission learned a valuable lesson during the methanol
project. It should not be us against them. We should sit down and discuss projects. He added that the
public may not always agree with the Commission, but we should sit down as a tri-party group. He also
stated that when we used to hold meetings at 6:00 pm that it did not work for some citizens. There is a
large majority of people who are not here today. Perhaps we could consider having alternating start times.
30. Commissioner Clare Petrich: She stated that over the years there has been very little activity from citizens.
It is heartening to see the passion today. She also added that it is too bad to see the public walk away
when it is the Commission’s time to speak. We have listened to you. We need to expand our conversation
on our strategic plan. She is looking forward to broader conversations with the public. Initiatives don’t
always benefit people. Someone said you have to have a challenge to have a decision on it. This process
of challenging this initiative is to save the expense that would occur at a later time. Because of the legal
issues with these initiatives, it would be more expensive to deal with them at a later time.
31. Commissioner Connie Bacon: Stated that we want to say we are a city that is open for business to the
national and international customers. She also asked that the public please consolidate their comments into
one speaking opportunity. Regarding the suit, she is ready to abide by whatever decision the court makes.
AMENDED MOTION: “Request ratification of the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: (1) Charter
Amendment 5 and (2) Code Initiative 6, and no fees or other costs will be sought in conjunction with
this challenge.”
Moved by Commissioner Meyer, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE TO AMEND MOTION: CARRIED 5-0
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE ON AMENDED MOTION: CARRIED 5-0
B. ILA Extension: City of Tacoma/Port of Tacoma-Puyallup River General Investigation:
1. Staff is asking for an extension of the ILA for one additional year, as the general investigation will take
seven years, rather than the expected six years.
2. This is a time-only extension. There will be no additional costs to the Port. Originally the Commission
approved a not-to-exceed amount of $300,000.
“Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute a time-only amendment to existing Interlocal
Agreement No. CC-78445 between Pierce County and the Port of Tacoma, to extend the termination
date from December 31, 2016, to December 31, 2017, to support the General Investigation Study on the
Puyallup River, Project Master Identification No. 098191.”
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0
C. This item was pulled.
D. This item will be rescheduled to the July Commission Meeting.
Commissioner Petrich left the meeting at this point.
6. PUBLIC COMMENT:
Ralph Ibarra: Spoke on using minority state contracts for completing SR-167. Since state money is funding this
project let’s make sure that the money comes back to our minority communities. He encouraged the Commission
to have a broader conversation about Connecting Washington, and ask themselves what the Port can do to make
sure those dollars flow back to the community.
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7. COMMISSIONER COMMENT:
Commissioner Comment:
Commissioner Johnson: Reported on the recent Audit Committee Meeting. The 2015 financial audit and State
Auditor’s Office compliance audit were once again clean. We had our sixth internal compliance report. Annually,
the department heads have to sign off on compliance issues.
8. ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, President Bacon adjourned the meeting at 3:39 pm.

_______________________________
Constance T. Bacon, President
Port of Tacoma Commission
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Donald G. Meyer, Secretary
Port of Tacoma Commission

_________________________________
Judi Doremus, Clerk of the Port
Port of Tacoma
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Executive Summary and Staff Analysis
Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) & Port of Tacoma (6626)
Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (6627)
Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber (6628)
(45-Day Citizen Action Complaint)
This summary highlights staff’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations regarding
the allegations contained in PDC Cases 6626, 6627, and 6628. These cases resulted
from a 45-Day Citizen Action Complaint (Complaint) filed on June 16, 2016 by Arthur
West with the Washington State Attorney General and the Pierce County Prosecutor.
Mr. West alleged that Port of Tacoma Officials, the Port of Tacoma, the Economic
Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (EDB), and the Tacoma-Pierce County
Chamber (Chamber) may have violated RCW 42.17A.
Background
The Attorney General’s Office referred the Complaint to the PDC on July 13, 2016,
for investigation and possible action. On July 15, 2016, PDC staff sent a letter to the
Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber, informing the respondents that staff had
opened a formal investigation, and requesting a written response. On July 21, 2016,
counsel for all Respondents provided a response to the allegations. Carolyn Lake
responded on behalf of Port of Tacoma officials and the Port of Tacoma (Case
6626), Jason Whalen responded on behalf of the EDB (Case 6627), and Valarie
Zeeck responded on behalf of the Chamber (Case 6628).
Allegations
The Complaint alleged that Port of Tacoma Officials may have violated RCW
42.17A.555 by using public facilities to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma
Charter Initiative 5. The complaint also alleged that the Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and
the Chamber may have violated RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing to register
and report their expenditures for legal services to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6,
individually, and as a group, as political committees.
Investigative Findings and Conclusion
Based on the factors identified in the investigation, staff found and concluded as follows:
First Allegation: Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) did not use facilities of
the Port of Tacoma to oppose Tacoma Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5
in a manner prohibited by RCW 42.17A.555 because the Port’s expenditures were
“normal and regular” in that that they were lawful, and usual and customary.
Second Allegation: The Port of Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber did not violate
RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 because neither the Port of Tacoma, the EDB, nor the
Chamber were a “receiver of contributions” in support of or in opposition to candidates
or ballot propositions, and because making expenditures to support or oppose
candidates or ballot propositions is not one of the primary purposes for these entities.
The Port of Tacoma’s primary purpose is to operate as a special purpose public port
district under Title 53 of the Revised Code of Washington, the EDB’s mission is to retain
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and recruit existing primary businesses in Tacoma-Pierce County, and the Chamber’s
vision and goal is to secure the economic future of the local business community, and to
become the go-to-organization when there are tough issues that need to be addressed
locally, statewide, and nationally. The Port does not engage in electoral political
activity. The EDB’s and the Chamber’s electoral political activity in this instance may
have furthered their respective stated goals and mission, but the non-electoral activities
of each entity are those most clearly designed to further each organization’s stated
goals and mission. No evidence was found that the EDB or the Chamber has, or could,
substantially achieve its stated goals and mission through a favorable outcome of an
election. The EDB and the Chamber clearly use means other than electoral political
activity to achieve their respective stated goals. No evidence was found that the Port of
Tacoma, the EDB, and the Chamber pooled funds to form a joint political committee.
The EDB’s and the Chamber’s expenditures, totaling $9,994 and approximately
$10,000, respectively, appear to have been made for the purpose of opposing Tacoma
Code Initiative 6 and Tacoma Charter Initiative 5 at a time when both initiatives were
ballot propositions, even if an active campaign had not been started, and these
expenditures were required to be reported as independent expenditures pursuant to
RCW 42.17A.255.
Recommendation
For the reasons described above, staff recommends that:
For Port of Tacoma Officials (John Wolfe, CEO) the Commission find there is no
apparent violation of RCW 42.17A.555, and recommend to the Washington Attorney
General that that office take no further action with respect to this allegation in the
Complaint.
For the Port of Tacoma, the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County,
and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, the Commission find there is no apparent
violation of RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240 by failing to register and report their
respective expenditures for legal services to oppose Initiatives 5 and 6, individually, and
as a group, as political committees, and recommend to the Washington Attorney
General that that office take no further action with respect to these allegations in the
Complaint.
For the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County and the TacomaPierce County Chamber, the Commission find there is an apparent violation of RCW
42.17A.255, and recommend to the Washington Attorney General that that office take
appropriate action concerning the apparent failure of the EDB and the Chamber to
report expenditures totaling $9,994 and approximately $10,000, respectively, as
independent expenditures opposing Charter Initiative 5 and Code Initiative 6.
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GOODSTEIN
LAW GROUP
PLLC
Carolyn A. Lake
Attorney at Law
clake@goodsteinlaw.com

501 S. G Street
Tacoma, WA 98402
Fax: (253) 779-4411
Tel: (253) 779-4000
July 21, 2016
VIA EMAIL
William A. Lemp, Ill
(William.lemp@pdc.wa.gov)
Lead Political Finance
Investigator State of
Washington
Public Disclosure
Commission PO Box 40908
Olympia, WA 98504-0908
RE:

PDC Case 6626 – Port of Tacoma Response to Complaint

Dear Mr. Lemp:
We represent the Port of Tacoma (“Port”) and submit this response to the Public
Disclosure Commission (“Commission”) in PDC Case 6626 , as a result of the Citizen
Action Complaint (Complaint”) filed by Arthur West with the Washington State
Attorney General’s Office (AG) on June 16, 2016. We understand that the AG forwarded
the Complaint to the Commission on July 14, 2016. The Commission has requested a
response from the Port by July 21, for consideration at the Commission’s July 28, 2016
meeting.
I. SUMMARY RESPONSE
The Port of Tacoma responds to Mr West’s Complaint, wherein he alleges two primary
campaign violations:



RCW 42.17A.205-240- failure to register or report campaign related expenditures
made as a political committee,
RCW 42.17A.555- use of public facilities for campaign purposes

After consideration of the Complaint and our information provided herein, the Port
respectfully urges the Commission to find that there is no evidence to establish a
material violation of any laws or regulations under the jurisdiction of the Commission
and to dismiss the Complaint.
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-2The Port did not violate RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240. The Port is not a political
committee with a requirement to register and report with the PDC, because the Port is
not a “receiver of contributions” in support of, or in opposition to candidates or ballot
propositions, and because supporting candidates or ballot propositions is not one of its
primary purposes.
The Port did not use public facilities for campaign purposes. Judicial review is not use of
public funds for campaign purposes. The Port (1) filed a declaratory judgement lawsuit
to request a neutral fact finder to make a judicial determination on the legal validity of
the Initiatives, and (2) held a public vote to ratify that action during a properly noticed,
public meeting where public comment for and against was received, consistent with
RCW 42.17A.555(1). The Port’s legal action also is consistent with the long list of legal
cases in which public agencies have properly sought judicial review of the legal
sufficiency of a proposed Initiative; in no case were these action found to violate RCW
42.17A.555.
The Port took no campaign action to influence the vote on a ballot measure. Here,
any expenditures at issue were made prior to a ballot initiative campaign, and
were in fact related to challenging the initiation of such a campaign on the
grounds that the ordinance was facially unconstitutional. If a proposed local
initiative is facially beyond the local initiative power and unconstitutional, it
can logically never become part of a legitimate "ballot initiative campaign."
There is no First Amendment right to place an initiative on the ballot, much less an
invalid one. Including invalid initiatives on the ballot does not vindicate or protect
any rights, rather it undermines the integrity of a system intended to enact laws.
The Port’s action in pursuing a legal determination from the neutral judicial
system was not campaigning but instead was consistent with the underlying
purpose of Washington campaign laws to protect the integrity of the voting
process.
Before we address each allegation in detail below, we first provide the Commission with
background facts regarding the Port, as well as facts related to the Port’s legal action.
II. BACKGROUND FACTS
A. The Port.
The Port is a special purpose public port district that operates under Title 53 of the
Revised Code of Washington and is classified as a special purpose district. The Port is a
member of The Northwest Seaport Alliance, a marine cargo operating partnership with
the Port of Seattle. Under a port development authority, the ports manage the
container, breakbulk, auto and some bulk terminals in the Seattle and Tacoma harbors.
Today, the Port covers more than 2,700 acres in the Port industrial area. The Port is one
of the top container ports in North America and a major gateway for trade with Asia and
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-3Alaska. Five Commissioners are elected to four-year terms by the citizens of Pierce County
to serve as the Port's board of directors. The commission hires the CEO, sets policy and
strategic direction, and approves all major expenditures.
Port Strategic Plan. With input from community members, customers, business
leaders and employees, the Port has in place a 10-year Strategic Plan in 2012 (“Plan”),
found at http://portoftacoma.com/sites/default/files/StrategicPlanBrochure.pdf. The
Plan is updated annually to provide further focus and clarity to the initiatives. The Plan
focuses on four areas that build on the Port’s specific strengths to make better
connections:


Strategic investments
We will make strategic investments that enhance the Port’s waterway,
terminal, road, rail and industrial property infrastructure to create the most
efficient, productive and cost-effective system possible to move our
customers’ freight to the marketplace.



New business opportunities
To create opportunity for future investments, we will focus attention on
attracting new business opportunities with healthy income streams and
increase the diversity of the Port’s business portfolio.



Customer care
We’re serious about our tagline “People. Partnership. Performance.” We will
continue to demonstrate great care for our business relationships with
customers and key stakeholders.



Community pride
Business development, environmental stewardship and livable communities
go hand in hand. We continually hear that our community’s support of the
Port and trade-related jobs is a key competitive advantage. We intend to grow
the Port responsibly to ensure continued trust in our collective future.

Port Mission. The Port mission is to “Deliver prosperity by connecting customers,
cargo and community with the world”. The Port’ Core values are as follows:




Integrity
Being ethically unyielding and honest; inspiring trust by saying what we mean
and matching our behaviors to our words; acting in the public interest and in
a manner to maintain public confidence.
Customer focus
Creating long-term relationships by consistently delivering value; helping
customers to become high-performance businesses by understanding their
business needs; establishing realistic expectations and meeting commitments.
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Teamwork
Focusing on the success of the entire organization; fully utilizing our collective
skills, knowledge and experiences to achieve our goals; encouraging diversity,
respect and full participation; being effective collaborators with a broad range
of partners in the region; having fun together.
Courage
Facing challenges with fortitude; setting aside fears and standing by personal
principles; extending beyond personal comfort zones to achieve goals; taking
responsibility for actions.
Competitive spirit
Pursuing our goals with energy, drive and the desire to exceed expectations;
going the extra mile for our customers and to differentiate ourselves in the
market; demonstrating passion and dedication to our mission; constantly
improving quality, timeliness and value of our work.
Sustainability
Focusing on long-term financial viability; valuing the economic well-being of
our neighbors; doing business in a way that improves our environment.

As a public port district, the Port has a legislative mandate to foster economic
development in Tacoma and Pierce County. The Port also is owner of land both within
and outside of Tacoma city limits. A critical segment of the Port’s state mandated
mission, use of tax dollars and business is to lease lands to tenants. More than 29,000
jobs are generated by Port activity, which also provides $195 million per year in state and
local taxes to support education, roads and police and fire protection for our community.
[Port Economic Impact Study, 2014]. The Tacoma-Puyallup Industrial Subarea’s 21,300
jobs make up 4 percent of the Puget Sound Region’s industrial employment. [PSRC
Industrial Lands Analysis, 2015]. These jobs pay an average $80,000 a year. [PSRC
Industrial Lands Analysis, 2015].
B. Port’s Legal Challenge
The Port became aware of two potential City of Tacoma Initiatives, led by a committee
called Save Tacoma Water (STW). STW’s Code Initiative 6 seeks to have the City Council
enact the changes to the Tacoma Municipal Code (“Code Initiative”). STW’s Code
Initiative 6 sought to impose a requirement that any land use proposal requiring water
consumption of 1336 CCF (one million gallons) of water or more daily from Tacoma be
submitted to a public vote prior to “the City” “providing water service” for such a project.
(Code Initiative at §A). The Initiative would accomplish this by requiring developers
seeking that water use to fund the “costs of the vote on the people” and only if “a majority
of voters approve the water utility service application and all other application
requirements may the City provide the service.” Id.
STW’s Code Initiative expressly purports to elevate its proposed Charter amendment
above state law, by pronouncing that “all laws adopted by the legislature of the State of
Washington, and rules adopted by any state agency, shall be the law of the City of
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-5Tacoma only to the extent that they do not violate the rights or mandates of this Article.
(Id, §B). STW’s Code Initiative expressly purports to overrule and/or disavow the
United States Constitution, along with “international, federal [and] state laws” that
“interfere” with the proposed amendment. (Id, §C), and to curtail the jurisdiction of
state and federal courts, and to eliminate certain rights of corporations, in conflict with
the Washington and Federal Constitutions, as well as U.S. Supreme Court rulings. The
Initiative deprives corporations of their right under the Washington state constitution to
sue and defend against lawsuits in courts, "like natural persons." Wash. Const. art. I, §
12, and seeks to deprive the courts and other “government actors” from recognizing any
“permit, license, privilege, charter or other authorizations” that would violate the
Initiative. Id. The Initiative also gives “any resident of the city” the right to enforce the
Initiative. Code Initiative§ D. STW apparently sought all of these results through
Tacoma Municipal Code provisions. The companion measure, STW’s Charter Initiative
5, repeats all the same provisions of the Code Initiative.
The Port was aware that STW’s Initiatives were near identical to Initiatives recently
found to be legally invalid (outside the valid scope of local initiative powers) by the
Washington Supreme Court in Spokane Entrepreneurial Ctr. v. Spokane Moves to
Amend the Constitution, 185 WA 2d. 97 (Feb. 4, 2016).
The Port, along with co-Plaintiffs Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce
County (“EDB”) and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber (“Chamber”) filed a legal action
on June 6, 2016 to seek judicial determination under Washington’s Uniform Declaratory
Judgment Act, RCW Ch. 7.24, that both the Charter Initiative and Code Initiative are
beyond the proper scope of the local initiative power, and for injunctive relief. The Port
spent approximately $45,000 in that legal effort.
The City of Tacoma filed its Answer and Cross Claims on June 8, 2016. In its pleadings,
the City agreed the Initiatives were legally defective and filed a cross claim against the
Initiative sponsors within the existing suit.
On June 18, 2016, the Port Commission held a public meeting, which it noticed in
advance the Commission’s intention to take up a vote to “ratify the Port’s action of filing
a Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed
with the City of Tacoma—Charter Amendment 5 and Code Initiative 6 (“Initiatives”).
The Declaratory Judgment asks the Pierce County Superior Court to (1) declare that
local Initiatives exceed the proper scope of local initiative powers and therefore are
invalid, and (2) enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being validated and enjoin the
Initiatives from being placed on the November 2016 ballot, or adopted by the City.” See
Port of Tacoma Commission Agenda for June 16, 2016, Exhibit 1. Staff provided a
Commission Memo which was publically available. Exhibit 2. The Commission took
public comment on the matter from over 20 persons, who spoke for and primarily
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-6against the action. The Commission voted unanimously to ratify filing the legal action.
See Minutes of June 16, 2016 Port meeting, Exhibit 3.
On July 1, 2016, the Pierce County Superior Court granted Plaintiffs’ Motion for
Declaratory Judgement, finding the two Initiatives invalid and granting an injunctive
relief to prevent the Pierce County Auditor from placing the measures on the ballot. See
Exhibit 4.
III. RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS
A. First Allegation:
The Port did not violate RCW 42.17A.205, .235, and .240. The Port is not a political
committee with a requirement to register and report with the PDC, because the Port is
not a “receiver of contributions” in support of, or in opposition to candidates or ballot
propositions, and because supporting candidates or ballot propositions is not one of its
primary purposes.
1. Relevant authority to be considered on this question includes the following:
 RCW 42.17A.005(37)
"Political committee" means any person (except a candidate or an individual dealing
with his or her own funds or property) having the expectation of receiving
contributions or making expenditures in support of, or opposition to, any candidate
or any ballot proposition.
 Interpretation 07-02 “Primary Purpose Test” Guidelines
Interpretation 07-02 is a summary of the “primary purpose test” Guidelines that
relate to “political committees” under Washington State law. It sets forth two
alternative prongs under which an individual or organization may become a political
committee and subject to the Act’s reporting requirements: (1) a “receiver of
contributions” prong; and (2) a “making of expenditures to further electoral political
goals” prong. A requirement of the “making expenditures” prong states that the
organization making expenditures must have as its “primary or one of its “primary or
one of its primary purposes … to affect, directly or indirectly, governmental decision
making by supporting or opposing candidates or ballot propositions …” (WA Court of
Appeals, EFF v. WEA, 2003). In addition, the Interpretation states that an
appropriate framework for determining whether electoral political activity is one of
the organization’s primary purposes should include an examination of the stated
goals and mission of the organization and whether electoral political activity is a
primary means of achieving the stated goals and mission during the period in
question.
A nonexclusive list of analytical tools that may be used to evaluate the evidence
includes:
(1) the content of the stated goals and mission of the organization;
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-7(2) whether the organization’s actions further its stated goals and mission;
(3) whether the stated goals and mission of the organization would be
substantially achieved by a favorable outcome in an upcoming election; and
(4) whether the organization uses means other than electoral political activity to
achieve its stated goals.
 RCW 42.17A.205
Every political committee shall file a statement of organization with the commission.
The statement must be filed within two weeks after organization or within two weeks
after the date the committee first has the expectation of receiving contributions or
making expenditures in any election campaign, whichever is earlier.
 RCW 42.17A.235 and .240
Every political committee is required to file ongoing reports of contributions and
expenditures at specified intervals.
2. Analysis. The Committee should find that there is no evidence that the primary
or one of the primary purposes of the Port is to affect, directly or indirectly,
governmental decision making by supporting or opposing candidates or ballot
propositions, such that the Port is a political committee subject to the Public
Disclosure Act’s disclosure requirements.
The Commission’s Interpretation 07-02, “Primary Purpose Test” Guidelines
(“Interpretation”), sets forth two alternative prongs under which an individual or
organization may become a political committee and subject to the Act’s reporting
requirements:
(1) a “receiver of contributions” prong; and
(2) a “making of expenditures to further electoral political goals” prong. A
requirement of the “making of expenditures” prong states that the
organization making expenditures must have as its “primary or one of its
primary purposes … to affect, directly or indirectly, governmental decision
making by supporting or opposing candidates or ballot propositions …”.
Evergreen Freedom Foundation v. Washington Education Association, 111
Wn. App. 586, 49 P.3d 894 (2002), review denied 148 Wn.2d 1020, 66 P.3d
639 (2003).
In addition, the Interpretation states that an appropriate framework for determining
whether electoral political activity is one of the organization’s primary purposes
should include an examination of the stated goals and mission of the organization
and whether electoral political activity is a primary means of achieving the stated
goals and mission during the period in question.
A nonexclusive list of analytical tools that may be used to evaluate the evidence
includes: (1) the content of the stated goals and mission of the organization; (2)
whether the organization’s actions further its stated goals and mission; (3) whether
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favorable outcome in an upcoming election; and (4) whether the organization uses
means other than electoral political activity to achieve its stated goals.
Receiver of Contributions Prong: There is no evidence that the Port was a
receiver of contributions under RCW 42.17A, nor has it been demonstrated that the
Port has any expectation of receiving contributions reportable under RCW 42.17A.
Primary Purpose /Expenditure Test Prong: To address this allegation, PDC is
urged to reviewed evidence relevant to the analysis recommended by the EFF v.
WEA court , i.e., whether one of the Port’s primary purposes is to support or oppose
candidates or ballot propositions. (“If, after making these considerations, the fact
finder determines that, on the whole, the evidence indicates that one of the
organization's primary purposes was electoral political activity during the period in
question, and the organization received political contributions as defined in the Act,
then the organization was a political committee for that period and should comply
with the appropriate disclosure requirements. (Id at 600).
There is no evidence that one of the organization's primary purposes is electoral
political activity. To the contrary, the Port is a special purpose district whose primary
mission is to create economic development activity. The Port’s Strategic Plan focus
is to “create opportunity for future investments, we will focus attention on attracting
new business opportunities with healthy income streams and increase the diversity
of the Port’s business portfolio”. Its mission is to “Deliver prosperity by connecting
customers, cargo and community with the world”. Electoral political activity appears
nowhere in the Port’s mission statement, goals or stated purpose.
Instead, the Port has long been a public policy advocate on issues affecting industrial
and manufacturing preservation and theses sector’s role in economic vitality. Port
communications regarding the need to preserve and protect industrial lands and
jobs is part of the Port’s normal and regular conduct of the Port. Examples of such
communications include:




The Port’s standard presentation on the 2012-2022 Strategic Plan.
Example attached as Exhibit 5 is one was given to the Propeller Club.
The Port’s Gateway stories about Frederickson’s industrially-zoned
property, attached as Exhibit 6 and 7.
The Port’s presentation PowerPoint that shows the Port’s role in economic
and industrial growth over the years, attached as Exhibit 8.

The Port’s PowerPoint presentation Exhibit 8 includes excerpts of Port Annual
Reports where its mission of economic development and industrial preservation is a
constant theme:
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land adjacent to deep water marine berths. The combination of excellent
road and rail access, large vacant industrial tracts, and close proximity to
deep water marine berths, gives the Port of Tacoma a competitive advantage
in attracting industrial clients…”
~Ernest L. Perry, General Manager, 1974 Annual Report
“Through a combination of natural advantages, an
emphasis on service and careful planning, the versatile Port
of Tacoma expects to expand in the 1980s.”
~Richard Dale Smith, Executive Director, 1980 Annual Report
“In the last few years, the Port of Tacoma has become a major
player in the shipping industry…The Port of Tacoma has
accomplished this expansion by its innovativeness and its
willingness to provide for its customers’ needs, whether those needs
are in facilities, services or labor.”
~Robert G. Earley, Port Commissioner, 1987 Annual Report
“Tacoma and the Puget Sound Region will benefit from a
dramatic expansion of the Pacific Rim and perhaps European
trade throughout region because of the settlement with the
Puyallup Tribe of Indians.”
~John McCarthy, Port Commissioner, 1991 Winter Pacific Gateway
“By taking care of our customers, building a foundation for
growth and most importantly, being a good neighbor to our
surrounding communities, the Port of Tacoma has succeeded
in its mission of job creation, economic development and
environmental stewardship. I am optimistic that the best is yet
to come.”
~Jack Fabulich, Port Commissioner, 2006 Annual Report
Thus, under the EFF v. WEA test of whether a primary Port purpose is electoral political
activity, the Committee should find that the Port is not a political action committee.
State v. Evans, 86 Wn.2d 503, 546 P.2d 75 (1976) is in accord.
In Evans, the State Supreme Court considered whether a committee bearing the
governor’s name that made a single contribution to the fund of the state Republican
Central Committee became a political committee within the meaning of (former) RCW
42.17. The Court held that in the absence of showing that such committee
made expenditures for the purpose of supporting or opposing a specific
candidate or ballot proposition, or contribution of similar nature, and in
the absence of evidence that the committee solicited, received, or had the
expectation of receiving contributions to be used in support of or
opposition to candidates or ballot propositions, such a committee was not a
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(former) 42.17. The same is true here.
No evidence exists or has been provided showing that supporting candidates or ballot
proposition campaigns is or was a top priority for the Port. No evidence exists or has
been suggested that the Port has substantially achieved its stated goals and mission by a
favorable outcome in an election or ballot measure. It is clear that Port uses means other
than electoral political activity to achieve its stated goals. Thus, the Port does not meet
the definition of a political committee under RCW 42.17A.005(37) (“’Political
committee’ means any person (except a candidate or an individual dealing with his or
her own funds or property) having the expectation of receiving contributions or making
expenditures in support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot proposition.”)
(emphasis added).
The Committee should find that there is no evidence that the primary or one of the
primary purposes of the Port is to affect, directly or indirectly, governmental decision
making by supporting or opposing candidates or ballot propositions, such that the Port
is a political committee subject to the Public Disclosure Act’s disclosure requirements.
B. SECOND ALLEGATION. RCW 42.17A.555, use of public facilities for campaign
purposes.
1. Relevant authority to be considered on this question includes the following:


RCW 42.17A.555 Use of public office or agency facilities in
campaigns—Prohibition—Exceptions.

No elective official nor any employee of his or her office nor any person
appointed to or employed by any public office or agency may use or authorize the
use of any of the facilities of a public office or agency, directly or indirectly, for
the purpose of assisting a campaign for election of any person to any office or for
the promotion of or opposition to any ballot proposition. Facilities of a public
office or agency include, but are not limited to, use of stationery, postage,
machines, and equipment, use of employees of the office or agency during
working hours, vehicles, office space, publications of the office or agency, and
clientele lists of persons served by the office or agency. However, this does not
apply to the following activities:
(1) Action taken at an open public meeting by members of an elected legislative
body or by an elected board, council, or commission of a special purpose district
including, but not limited to, fire districts, public hospital districts, library
districts, park districts, port districts, public utility districts, school districts,
sewer districts, and water districts, to express a collective decision, or to actually
vote upon a motion, proposal, resolution, order, or ordinance, or to support or
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includes the title and number of the ballot proposition, and (b) members of the
legislative body, members of the board, council, or commission of the special
purpose district, or members of the public are afforded an approximately equal
opportunity for the expression of an opposing view;
(2) A statement by an elected official in support of or in opposition to any ballot
proposition at an open press conference or in response to a specific inquiry;
(3) Activities which are part of the normal and regular conduct of the office or
agency.
(4) This section does not apply to any person who is a state officer or state
employee as defined in RCW 42.52.010.
2. Analysis. The Port did not use public facilities for campaign purposes. Judicial
review is not use of public funds for campaign purposes. The Port (1) filed a declaratory
judgement lawsuit to request a neutral fact finder to make a judicial determination on
the legal validity of the Initiatives, and (2) held a public vote to ratify that action during
a properly noticed, public meeting where public comment for and against was received,
consistent with RCW 42.17A.555(1). The Port’s legal action is consistent with the long
list of legal cases in which public agencies have properly sought judicial review of the
legal sufficiency of a proposed Initiative; in no case were these action found to violate
RCW 42.17A.555. The Port took no electioneering or campaign action to influence the
vote on the ballot measure. Including invalid initiatives on the ballot does not vindicate
or protect any rights, rather it undermines the integrity of a system intended to enact
laws. The Port’s action in pursuing a legal determination from the neutral judicial
system was not campaigning but instead was consistent with the underlying purpose of
Washington campaign laws to protect the integrity of the voting process.
2.1 Judicial Review is Not Use of Public Funds for Campaign Purposes.
The Port’s action was confined to the judicial and not the campaign/ electioneering
arena. No funds were raised or spent to campaign in support or opposition of the
Initiatives.
The Port’s declaratory judgement action is nothing close to the advertising campaign
analyzed in Voter Educ. Comm. v. Pub. Disclosure Comm’n., 161 Wn.2d 470 (2007).
There, the advertisement slammed a particular candidate and concluded that “Deborah
Senn Let Us Down.” Because Senn was not an incumbent, the Court held that the
advertising “had contemporary significance only with respect to Senn’s candidacy for
attorney general.” 161 Wn.2d at 791. Here, in contrast, the Port’s request for judicial
determination was not accompanied by any information that explicitly or implicitly asks
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Raising questions about the legal sufficiency of a measure does not constitute electoral
communications and does not seek to support or oppose any measure. The Port sought
to engage a neutral fact finder on the legal status of the measures so that the Pierce
County Auditor (and City Council) would have the benefit of that judicial ruling.
Just as the Court found in Seattle v. State, 100 Wn.2d 232 668 P.2d 1266 (1983) , that
“An even-handed program of assistance available to all candidates based on objective
minimum qualification criteria simply does not involve the abuses of public trust which
inspired RCW 42.17.130.”, neither does a strictly judicial inquiry into the legal
legitimacy of a measure offend the purpose for which RCW 42.17.130 was enacted. The
purpose intended was to prohibit the use of public facilities for partisan campaign
purposes. Id. at 248.
AGO 2006 No. 1 is in accord: “ …the statute prohibits the use of public resources to aid
one side or another of a ballot measure campaign; it does not prohibit efforts to provide
information about a proposed measure where the office or agency providing the
information would be affected, or where information is shared as part of its
responsibilities. AGO 1994 No. 20, at 10 (citing City of Seattle v. State, 100 Wn.2d 232,
247-48, 668 P.2d 1266 (1983)); see also AGO 1975 No. 23, at 13 (noting that the statute
does not prohibit the use of public resources to provide information simply to explain
the measure in relation to the functions of a particular office or agency).”
The purpose of Washington’s campaign laws is to ensure that the financing of
political campaigns and lobbying are fully disclosed to the public. RCW 42.17A.001.
The laws are designed to let the voters know who is attempting to influence their
vote.1 Filing a lawsuit to determine the legality of a local initiative is not advertising,
communicating with voters, campaigning, lobbying or electioneering.
Washington courts routinely exercise Declaratory Judgment power pursuant to Chapter
7.24 RCW in pre-election initiative challenges like that brought by the Port.2
Under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, a Court has the "power to declare rights,
status and other legal relations.'' RCW 7.24.010. That power includes declaring the preelection status of a local initiative as beyond the scope of the local initiative power and
the right of the Auditor to refrain from placing invalid measures on the ballot. See, e.g.,
Seattle Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council v. City of Seattle, 94 Wn.2d 740, 746 (1980)
Voters Educ. Comm. v. Washington State Pub. Disclosure Comm'n, 161 Wn.2d 470, 488, 166 P.3d 1174
(2007).

1

2Spokane

Entrepreneurial Ctr. v. Spokane Moves to Amend the Constitution, 185 Wn. 2d 97 (Feb. 4,
2016), See also City of Longview v. Wallin, 174 Wn. App. 763, 301 P.3d 45 (Div. 2 2013), cert denied, 178
Wn.2d 1020 (2013); Eyman v. McGehee, 173 Wn. App. 684, 294 P.3d 847 (Div. 1 2013);
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initiative power); Ford v. Logan, 79 Wn.2d 147, 151 (1971) (affirming declaratory
judgment for private plaintiffs declaring local initiative exceeded initiative power); Am.
Traffic Solutions, Inc. v. City of Bellingham, 163 Wn. App.427, 432-33 (2011)
(upholding pre-election challenge to scope of initiative as exceeding initiative power
and therefore invalid); City of Seattle v. Yes for Seattle, 122 Wn. App. 382, 386 (2004)
(affirming declaratory judgment "striking [initiative] from the ballot").
The Port sought judicial, and not political or campaign, resolution of the legal issues in
accordance with the Washington State Supreme Court ruling in Philadelphia II v.
Gregoire, 128 Wash.2d 707 (1996), which held that courts should determine whether a
proposed initiative exceeds the scope of local initiative power.
The Port’s legal action also is consistent with the long list of legal cases in which public
agencies have properly sought judicial review of the legal sufficiency of a proposed
Initiative (below); in no case were these action found to violate RCW 42.17A.555.


Spokane Entrepreneurial Ctr. v. Spokane Moves to Amend the Constitution, 185 Wn.2d
97, 101-105 369 P.3d 140 (2016) (“The petitioners include Spokane County….Applying
those existing standing requirements, we hold that petitioners in this case have standing
to bring their challenge”.)



City of Sequim v. Malkasian, 157 Wn.2d 251, 259-60, 138 P.3d 943, (2006) (Supreme
Court of Washington described “it is will settled that it is proper for cities to bring
challenges that the subject matter is beyond the scope of the initiative power & “In this
case, like many other cases, the local officials had a valid concern that the proposed
initiative was outside the scope of the initiative power” 157 Wn.2d at 269)



Whatcom Cty. v. Brisbane, 125 Wn.2d 345, 346, 884 P.2d 1326 (1994) (Whatcom
County Superior Court sustains “a challenge by Whatcom County to a referendum
petition to amend portions of a critical areas ordinance”)



Snohomish Cty. v. Anderson, 124 Wn.2d 834, 836, 881 P.2d 240 (1994) (“The
Snohomish County Council (County or Council) commenced an action against the
citizens seeking and successfully securing a declaratory judgment the ordinance was not
subject to a referendum”)



City of Longview v. Wallin, 174 Wn. App. 763, 783, 301 P.3d 45 (Div. 2, 2013) (Cities
have standing to bring court challenges to local initiatives that exceed the scope of
initiative powers)



City of Seattle v. Yes for Seattle, 122 Wn. App. 382, 387, 93 P.3d 176 (Div. 1, 2004) (City
challenge to local initiative, “limited to whether the initiative was beyond the initiative
power, was appropriate”.)



City of Port Angeles v. Our Water-Our Choice!, 170 Wn.2d 1, 6-7, 239 P.3d 589 (2010)
(“The city council declined to either enact the initiatives or refer them to the ballot.
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the scope of the local initiative power because they concerned administrative matters;
because the Washington State Legislature had vested the responsibility to run the water
system to the council, not the city; and because the initiatives were substantively
invalid.”)


King Cty. v. Taxpayers of King Cty., 133 Wn.2d 584, 592, 949 P.2d 1260 (1997) (“The
County filed a complaint seeking a declaratory judgment under RCW 7.25.020 validating
the bonds. Specifically, the County sought a declaration…determining that Initiative 16
is inapplicable to the issuance of the Bonds as authorized by the Bond….”)



Pierce Cty. v. Keehn, 34 Wn. App. 309, 311, 661 P.2d 594 (Div. 2, 1983) (“the County
filed an action to declare Initiative 1 invalid. In September the trial court granted the
County's motion for summary judgment, holding that the auditor (and County
Executive) properly refused ‘to accept, verify, register, or file the initiative petition under
Article V, Section 5.40 of the [Pierce] County Charter.’”)



Spokane v. Taxpayers of Spokane, 111 Wn.2d 91, 94, 758 P.2d 480 (1988). (“In response
to the filing of this initiative, the City began this declaratory action on October 6. Named
as defendants were Spokane's taxpayers, the ratepayers of the City's refuse utility, and
the City's qualified and registered electors. In its suit, the City sought a declaratory
judgment that the initiative did not apply to the waste-to-energy project and that the City
Council could proceed with the issuance and sale of the revenue bond” & “We hold a
justiciable controversy exists as to the ratepayers and electors”. 111 Wn.2d at 96)



Clallam Cty. v. Forde, No. 28487-1-II, 2003 Wash. App. LEXIS 47, 3 (Unpublished Div.
1, 2003) (“Clallam County commissioners voted against holding public hearings on the
petition, concluding that the proposed repeal was not within the initiative power of the
people. The county subsequently moved for and was granted relief on summary
judgment”.)



City of Monroe v. Wash. Campaign for Liberty, No. 68473-6-I, 2013 Wash. App. LEXIS
378, 5 (Unpublished Div. 1, 2013) (“In July 2011, the City filed a complaint for
declaratory relief against Seeds of Liberty and the other sponsors of Monroe Initiative
No. 1. The City sought a declaration that the initiative, ‘in its entirety, is invalid because it
is beyond the scope of the local initiative power, and therefore null and void.’”)

The Washington Supreme Court case of King County Council v. Public Disclosure
Commission, 93 Wn.2d 559; 611 P.2d 1227(1980) is also instructive. There, the Supreme
Court reviewed and reversed the Public Disclosure Commission's (commission) decision
that four members of the King County Council (council) violated RCW 42.17.130 by
voting to endorse a ballot measure. That statute (predecessor to current RCW
42.17A.555) prohibited the use of the facilities of a public office to promote or oppose an
individual's candidacy or a ballot proposition.
The Council to endorsed Initiative No. 335, a statewide anti-pornography ballot
measure, after a public meeting where 12 citizens were heard. Some spoke for and
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vote.
The Commission argued the county council's endorsement violated: (1) Const. art. 7, § 1
(amendment 14) because it amounts to an expenditure of public money for private
purposes; (2) Const. art. 1, § 19, which states all elections shall be "free and equal"; and
(3) the First Amendment and Const. art. 1, § 4, which guarantee the rights to petition
and initiative. The Supreme Court disagreed as to all counts.
In rejecting the Commission’s argument that the council action violated the prohibition
against spending public money for a private purpose, the Court expressly found that the
Council’s vote (to support) the Initiative was not a campaign activity3:
A campaign was not waged in the instant case. The public hearing was not
expenditure in support of the initiative so the constitution has not been violated.
2.2 Even if the Port was engaging in support of or opposition to the STW
Initiatives (which it was not), the Port’s public meeting and vote precisely
complied with RCW 42.17A.555(1)’s exception4 to use of public office or
agency facilities in campaigns.

The Appeals Court took into account (1) Const. art. 7, § 1 (amendment 14) which provides in part: ". . .
All taxes . . . shall be levied and collected for public purposes only." The same limitation is imposed by
this provision upon the expenditure of public money. State ex rel. Collier v. Yelle, 9 Wn.2d 317, 326,
115 P.2d 373 (1941), as well as (2) Attorney General opinions: “The Attorney General has advised
that state expenditures for an individual's candidacy would not be for a public purpose. Attorney General
Opinion, February 16, 1979, at 4; Attorney General Opinion, July 7, 1976, at 5-6. But these opinions
evaluate the use of college facilities on behalf of candidates rather than ballot measure endorsements.

3

RCW 42.17A.555(1): “No elective official nor any employee of his or her office nor any person appointed
to or employed by any public office or agency may use or authorize the use of any of the facilities of a public
office or agency, directly or indirectly, for the purpose of assisting a campaign for election of any person to
any office or for the promotion of or opposition to any ballot proposition. Facilities of a public office or
agency include, but are not limited to, use of stationery, postage, machines, and equipment, use of
employees of the office or agency during working hours, vehicles, office space, publications of the office or
agency, and clientele lists of persons served by the office or agency. However, this does not apply to the
following activities:

4

(1) Action taken at an open public meeting by members of an elected legislative body or by an elected
board, council, or commission of a special purpose district including, but not limited to, fire districts,
public hospital districts, library districts, park districts, port districts, public utility districts, school
districts, sewer districts, and water districts, to express a collective decision, or to actually vote upon a
motion, proposal, resolution, order, or ordinance, or to support or oppose a ballot proposition so long as
(a) any required notice of the meeting includes the title and number of the ballot proposition, and (b)
members of the legislative body, members of the board, council, or commission of the special purpose
district, or members of the public are afforded an approximately equal opportunity for the expression of
an opposing view;”
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on use of public office or agency facilities in campaigns. The Port meeting notice and
process satisfy the RCW 42.17A.555(1)criteria; no violation occurred.
RCW 42.17A.555(1) allows an elected legislative body or by an elected board, council, or
commission of a special purpose district including, but not limited to, port districts to
express a collective positon and even vote to support or oppose a ballot proposition so
long as (a) any required notice of the meeting includes the title and number of the ballot
proposition and (b) public comments pro and against are allowed and taken.
On June 18, 2016, the Port Commission held a public meeting, which it noticed in
advance the Commission’s intention to take up a vote to “ratify the Port’s action of filing
a Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed
with the City of Tacoma—Charter Amendment 5 and Code Initiative 6 (“Initiatives”).
See Port of Tacoma Commission Agenda for June 16, 2016, Exhibit 1. Staff provided a
Commission Memo which was publically available. Exhibit 2. The Commission took
public comment on the matter from over 20 persons, who spoke for and primarily
against the action. The Commission voted unanimously to ratify filing the legal action.
See Minutes of June 16, 2016 Port meeting, Exhibit 3. The Port meeting notice and
process satisfy the RCW 42.17A.555(1)criteria; no violation occurred.
2.3 Even if the Port was engaging in support of or opposition to the STW
Initiatives (which it was not), no violation occurred because the STW
Initiatives are not "ballot propositions" as defined in Washington law.
The Port supports and adopts by reference as if fully set forth herein the analysis
submitted by the Chamber and EDB, in PDC Cases 6627 (EDB) and Case 6628
(Chamber). This includes but is not limited to the analysis that because a "ballot
proposition" is defined under RCW 42.17A.005(4) as an issue which is submitted to the
secretary of state prior to the gathering of signatures (RCW 29A.72.010), a local
initiative can never qualify as a "ballot proposition" as defined by RCW42. 17A.oo5(4).
And only when the petition is submitted to the voters does it become a measure' under
RCW 29A.04.091.
Here, any expenditures at issue were made prior to a ballot initiative campaign,
and were in fact related to challenging the initiation of such a campaign on the
grounds that the ordinance was facially unconstitutional. If a proposed local
initiative is facially beyond the local initiative power and unconstitutional, it can
logically never become part of a legitimate "ballot initiative campaign."
2.4. Legal challenges to patently invalid Initiatives are consistent with
the public purpose of Washington’s Campaign laws designed to protect
the integrity of the Voting process.
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07/21/16 PDC Case 6626
Port of Tacoma Response to West Complaint
- 17 Here, the initiative sponsors freely exercised their rights to petition the government and
speak. The Port’s actions in no way interfered with signature gathering, and indeed the
Port meeting where the Port’s legal action was publically noticed arguably beneficially
gave the public, both for and against, an additional forum of expression, as was
favorably observed by the Supreme Court in King County Council v. PDC, Id at 1231,
(“The endorsement also served beneficial purposes, including generation of public
interest and debate, informing citizens of their elected representatives' stands on the
ballot issue and furtherance of local antipornography policy”)
At the same time, it must be emphasized that "[t)here is no First Amendment right to
place an initiative on the ballot." Angle v. Miller, 613F.3d 1122, 1133 (9th Cir. 2012)
(emphasis added) (citing Meyer v. Grant,486 U.S. 414, 424 (1988)).
Initiative supporters have no right to use the ballot as a forum for political expression.
The purpose of the ballot is to elect candidates and enact law -not for political
expression. As the U.S. Supreme Court explained in the Washington Top 2 Primary case,
"[b]allots serve primarily to elect candidates, not as forums/or political expression."
Wash. Grange v. WA Republican Party, 552 U.S. 442, 453 n.7 (2008) (emphasis added)
(citation and internal quotation marks omitted).
Washington law is the same. In City of Longview v. Wallin5, Initiative sponsors argued
that they had a First Amendment right to have their initiative appear on the ballot.
There, the defendant relied on Coppernoll6 to argue a pre-election challenge to the
scope of a local initiative violated his free speech rights. 301 P.3d at 59. The Court
rejected the argument that a pre-election challenge infringed on the sponsor's free
speech rights and explained there was no constitutional right at issue. The local
initiative power derives from statute, not the constitution, so "local powers of initiative
do not receive the same vigilant protection as the constitutional powers addressed in
Coppernoll [a statewide initiative case]." Id.
The Court in Wallin also concluded that where, as here, "the petition sponsors were
permitted to circulate their petition for signatures and to submit that petition to the
county auditor to have the signatures counted," the sponsors suffered no impairment of
their right to political speech. 301 P.3d at 60.
The Court rejected the sponsors' argument that the First Amendment affords initiative
sponsors the ''right to have any initiative, regardless of whether it is outside the scope of
local initiative power, placed on the ballot." Id. As in Wallin, including invalid
City of Longview v. Wallin, 174 Wn. App. 763, 301 P.3d 45 (Div. 2 2013), cert denied, 178 Wn.2d 1020
(2013).

5

6

Coppernoll v. Reed, 155 Wn.2d 290, 299 (2005).
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07/21/16 PDC Case 6626
Port of Tacoma Response to West Complaint
- 18 initiatives on the ballot does not vindicate or protect any rights, rather it undermines the
integrity of a system intended to enact laws. The Port’s action in pursuing a legal
determination from the neutral judicial system was not campaigning but instead was
consistent with the underlying purpose of Washington campaign laws to protect the
integrity of the voting process.
C. Reservation of Additional Analysis. The Port understands that the PDC set a
very short deadline for the Port’s response based on pending statutory deadlines. The
Port complied with that directive, but also respectfully reserves the opportunity to
present additional analysis and authority as may be warranted.
IV. CONCUSION.
After consideration of the Complaint and our information provided herein, the Port
respectfully urges the Commission to find that there is no evidence to establish a
material violation of any laws or regulations under the jurisdiction of the Commission
and to dismiss the Complaint.
Sincerely,
Goodstein Law Group PLLC

Carolyn A. Lake .
Carolyn A. Lake
CAL:dkl
Enclosures : Exhibits 1-8
cc:

John Wolfe, CEO, Port of Tacoma
Port of Tacoma Commissioners
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Port of Tacoma Commission Meeting

7/20/2016

PORT OF TACOMA
FINAL AGENDA
THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 2016
The Fabulich Center, Room 104
3600 Port of Tacoma Road
Tacoma, Washington
9:30 AM: EXECUTIVE SESSION
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

RECESS INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION:
A. Two (2) Litigation ItemsRCW 42.30.110 (i)
B. One (1) Personnel: Collective Bargaining ItemRCW 42.30.140
(4)(b)
C. One (1) Personnel: Performance Review ItemRCW 42.30.110
(g)

12:00 PM: COMMISSION MEETING
1.

RETURN TO ORDER:
A. Flag Salute

2.

CONSENT AGENDA:
A. Check Certifications

3.

STAKEHOLDER UPDATES:
A. US Open Briefing: Denise Dyer, Pierce County

3A_Memo
3A Presentation
B. Puyallup River Watershed Update: Harold Smelt, Pierce
County
3B Presentation

Exhibit 1

http://portoftacoma.com/about/commission
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Port of Tacoma Commission Meeting

7/20/2016

4.

STUDY SESSION:
A. Port of Tacoma Available Property Overview

4A Memo
4A Presentation
B. Annual Port of Tacoma Master Policy Update Discussion
4B Memo
4B Attachment2015 Master Policy Resolution
4B Presentation
5.

ACTION AGENDA:
A. Request Commission vote to ratify the CEO’s action of filing a
"Declaration Judgement and Injunctive" challenge of two
proposed local Initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: Charter
Amendment 5 and "Code Initiative 6," which asks the Pierce
County Superior Court to (1) declare that local Initiatives
exceed the proper scope of local initiative powers and therefore
invalid and, (2) enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being
validated and enjoin the Initiatives from being placed on the
November 2016 ballot, or adopted by the City.

5A Memo
5A Presentation
B. Request authorization for the CEO to execute a timeonly
amendment to existing Interlocal Agreement No. CC78445
between Pierce County and the Port of Tacoma to extend the
termination date from December 31, 2016 to December 31,
2017 to support the General Investigation Study on the Puyallup
River.
5B Memo
5B AttachmentILA
5B Presentation
C. THIS ITEM HAS BEEN PULLED: Request authorization to
issue a request for proposals for a personal services agreement
for state lobbying services not to exceed $264,000 over four
years.
D. THIS ITEM WAS POSTPONED DUE TO TIME
CONSTRAINTS: Consider the annual CEO evaluation and any
proposed change in compensation.
http://portoftacoma.com/about/commission
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Port of Tacoma Commission Meeting

7/20/2016

6.

PUBLIC COMMENT

7.

COMMISSIONER COMMENT

8.

ADJOURNMENT

http://portoftacoma.com/about/commission
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Item No: __5A___
Meeting: 06/16/16
DATE:

June 10, 2016

TO:

Port Commission

FROM:

John Wolfe, Chief Executive Officer
Project Manager: Tara Mattina, Communications Director

SUBJECT:

Commission Ratification of Port Legal Challenge to two Tacoma Initiatives

A. ACTION REQUESTED
Request Commission vote to ratify the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma—Charter
Amendment 5 and Code Initiative 6 (“Initiatives”). The Declaratory Judgment asks the Pierce
County Superior Court to:
(1) Declare that local Initiatives exceed the proper scope of local initiative powers and therefore
are invalid.
(2) Enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being validated and enjoin the Initiatives from being
placed on the November 2016 ballot or adopted by the City.
B. BACKGROUND
1. The Initiative Actions
Signature gathering is underway for two proposed City of Tacoma Initiatives: Charter Amendment
5 (“Charter Initiative”) Attachment A and “Code Initiative 6” (“Code Initiative”) Attachment B.
One Initiative seeks to amend the Tacoma Charter; the other to amend the Tacoma Municipal
Code, but both are substantively the same. Both Initiatives seek: (1) to require a public vote on
any land use proposal that consumes more than 1,336 CCF (1 million gallons) of water or more
daily from Tacoma, (2) to overrule and/or disavow the United States Constitution, along with
“international, federal [and] state laws” that “interfere” with the proposed amendment, (3) to curtail
the jurisdiction of state and federal courts, and certain rights under the federal Constitution,
including rights of corporations.
The Initiatives are driven by an entity called Save Tacoma Water (STW), a registered political
committee.
2. Flawed Initiatives Provide Strong Basis for Successful Challenge
In Washington, local initiative and referendum powers may only be used to pass and repeal
certain types of ordinances. Overall, local initiatives cannot compel a vote on zoning or
development projects, set conditions for the provision of water, interfere with existing city
administrative management of water operations and city budgeting, or conflict with local, state
and federal laws. The two Tacoma local Initiatives contain all these defects.

EXHIBIT 2
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3. Current Tacoma Water Operations
Tacoma has operated a municipal water system for more than 123 years. Under the
Tacoma City Charter, Tacoma Water (TPU) is a regional water utility established in the
City's Department of Public Utilities.
Tacoma has a legal obligation under state laws (RCW 80.28. 110, 80.04.010, 80.04.380,
and 80.04.385) to serve water and power demand in its service territories, and to
acquire supplies and develop facilities (if necessary) to do so. The proposed Initiatives
include pronouncements that go beyond the scope of Tacoma’s city limits, affecting
hundreds if not thousands of customers outside the Tacoma City limits.1
Both the Charter and Chapter 35.33 RCW provide that the Tacoma city legislative authority
(the City Council) alone is authorized to may make changes and adjustments to the budget.
TPU, a division of the City of Tacoma accounts for 41 percent of Tacoma’s budget.
Tacoma has a lengthy history of administering the supply of water to commercial,
manufacturing, technological and industrial consumers and has sufficient infrastructure,
capacity and supply to serve future large water users:
Current Total System
Average Day Demand

Historical & Current Tide flats
Average Industrial Demand

Water
Power
Water
Power

2015:
Peak Day:
2015:
Peak Day:
1985:
2015:
1985:
2015:

56 MGD
97 MG
551 aMW
907 MW
35.4 MGD
16.9 MGD
158.4 aMW
53.7 aMW

The operation of the Tacoma City water system, including the authority to contract to
provide for water service and what quantities and by what means, are all city
administrative functions. These functions are beyond the scope of local initiative
powers.
The local Initiatives which purport to allow a public vote on whether to grant or deny water service
within TPU’s water service area, conflicts with state water law. Tacoma cannot validly be
compelled through local initiative to enact regulations that limit the rights of other jurisdictions to
access Tacoma’s water service.
Washington law holds zoning and development matters are not subject to initiative power. The
two local Initiatives impermissibly attempt to require a public vote over what are essentially
zoning/permitting decisions over developments that use a threshold amount of water, which
would negatively impact the region’s economy and send a negative message for business
recruitment.

1 Save Our Water concedes: “Residents of Tacoma, Fife, Milton, Kent, Covington, Lakewood, Bonney Lake,
Federal Way, the Muckleshoot and Puyallup Reservations and portions of Auburn and Des Moines are
dependent on fresh water from Tacoma Public Utility….” Petitions, Attachments A & B.
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The Initiative would interfere with the budgeting power of the Tacoma City Council because the
Initiatives would, outside of the statutory budget process, create a significant revenue impact
upon the City.
4. Form of Challenge
The legal challenge takes the form of a “Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive” action, which asks
the Court to (1) declare that Initiatives exceeds the proper scope of initiative power and therefore
are invalid, and (2) enjoin the Initiatives’ signatures from being validated and enjoin the Initiatives
from being placed on the November 2016 ballot, or adopted by the City.
The Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce County (“EDB”) and the Tacoma-Pierce
County Chamber (“Chamber”) joined the Port in the action as co-Plaintiffs, based on their shared
concern of the Initiatives’ impact on their mission of economic development for the region.
The Port of Tacoma has a state legislative mandate to foster economic development in
Tacoma and Pierce County. A critical Port mission is to lease lands to tenants, who can and
do include manufacturing, commercial, technological and industrial entities that may and do use
more than 1 million gallons a day from TPU.
The EDB and the Chamber serve as Tacoma/Pierce County economic advocates and each are
dedicated to enhancing economic vitality and promoting efforts to attract investment in Tacoma
and Pierce County, which can include manufacturing, commercial, technological and industrial
entities that may use more than 1 million gallons of water a day. The Port, EDB and Chamber
would be adversely affected by the Initiatives which, if adopted, would interfere with Tacoma’s
longstanding program to provide necessary water service to technologic, manufacturing,
industrial and commercial users throughout Pierce County.
The City of Tacoma agrees the Initiatives are defective and have filed a cross claim against the
Initiative sponsors within the existing suit.
C. TIMEFRAME/PROJECT SCHEDULE
The legal challenge was filed June 6, 2016. The City filed its Answer and Cross Claims on June
8, 2016. The Port expects Plaintiffs to file preliminary Motions shortly, and seek resolution of the
issues at the trial court level within 6 weeks.
D. FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The Port’s legal budget is $60,000.00.
E. ECONOMIC INVESTMENT
The Port undertook this action in defense of its economic development mission, and on behalf of
those residents and water users outside the Tacoma city limits, as well as on behalf of future
technologic, manufacturing, industrial and commercial users throughout Pierce County, which are
served by Tacoma Water, and who would be denied a voice in Tacoma’s provision of water under
the Initiatives.
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F. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS / REVIEW
There are no environmental impacts associated with the Port’s legal action.
G. NEXT STEPS
The Port’s Legal Counsel will continue to work with its partners at the EDB and Chamber to pursue
the challenge.
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Commission Meeting Minutes – June 16, 2016
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
THE FABULICH CENTER, ROOM 104
3600 PORT OF TACOMA ROAD, TACOMA, WASHINGTON
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT:
1. Connie Bacon, President
2. Dick Marzano, Vice President
3. Don Meyer, Secretary
4. Clare Petrich, 1st Assistant Secretary
5. Don Johnson, 2nd Assistant Secretary

STAFF PRESENT:
1. John Wolfe, Chief Executive Officer
2. Carolyn Lake, Port Counsel
3. Judi Doremus, Executive Assistant
4. Sean Eagan, Director, Government Affairs
5. Jason Jordan, Director, Environmental Programs
6. Scott Francis, Director, Real Estate
7. Erin Galeno, CFAO
8. Mark Little, Director, Contracts & Purchasing

9:30 am: EXECUTIVE SESSION
Call to order and recess into Executive Session:
1. Two Litigation Items
RCW 42.30.110 (i)
2. One Personnel-Collective Bargaining Item RCW 42.30.140 (4) (b)
3. One Personnel-Performance Review Item
RCW 42.30.110 (g)
12:00 noon: REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING
1. RETURN TO ORDER:
A. Flag Salute
2. CONSENT AGENDA:
A. Voucher Certification: Checks #208715 through #209012 and wire transfers in the total amount of
$9,458,346.18 during the period of May 11, 2016 through June 7, 2016 were certified.
Motion was made by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
“Approve the above Consent Agenda”.
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0
3. STAKEHOLDER UPDATES:
A. U.S. Open Briefing - Denise Dyer, Pierce County Economic Development Director:
1. The economic benefits to the region were discussed.
2. The coverage of the Pacific Northwest worldwide was discussed.
3. Purchasing of flowers, food and HVAC system were local.
4. The USGA respected the wishes of the community to include honoring the military, free kid days and
donating all of the leftover food to the local foodbank. The USGA now has a policy that all leftover food
will be donated each year.
B. Puyallup River Watershed Update – Harold Smelt, Pierce County Surface Water Management:
1. Progress to date on this project was discussed.
2. Proposed is one long setback levee (eight miles in length) from Tacoma to Puyallup.
3. Planning and engineering will take approximately three years and construction is estimated to take
approximately six years. This timeline includes property acquisition.
4. Other approaches, including their pros and cons, were discussed.
4.

STUDY SESSIONS:
A. Port of Tacoma Available Property Overview-Scott Francis, Real Estate Director:
1. CEO Wolfe stated that, with Commission direction, future potential leases will be brought forward in two
readings. The first reading will be a briefing for the Commission and public. During the second reading,
if no changes occur, the action will be brought to the Commission for action. Commission requests that
this be made a written policy.
2. Port of Tacoma Real Estate goals for available properties were reviewed.
3. Commissioner Meyer requests more visibility to the RFP process upfront, to include a public hearing to
discuss the options for marketed properties.
4. Commissioner Marzano requests a report showing the number of acres of Port-owned properties versus the
number of acres owned privately.
5. Ralph Ibarra, Diverse America Network: Asked about a foreign trade zone. Our FTZs can be established
anywhere in the county. These do change based on user needs.
6. Arthur West: Asked about the Port owning property in Thurston County (Maytown). Initially there was
an ILA with Thurston County, but this has ended. The Port is in compliance for the property during this
wind-down phase with the intent to sell the property.
7. Dr. Linda Fortune: Reminded the Commission of their desire to have a dialogue with the public.
She recommend that we have a dialog with the public regarding the types of industries that should be on
each property.
EXHIBIT 3
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8. Michael Lafreniere: Stated that he is interested in a subarea plan discussion between the Port of Tacoma
and the City of Tacoma. He asked if the Port will be engaging with the City of Tacoma regarding subarea
planning. Commission responded that there is a scheduled joint study session with the City of Tacoma on
June 28th. The City of Tacoma is hosting this meeting and has a policy that public comment is not taken
during study sessions.
9. Jan _______ (last name unknown, as not on public comment sign-up sheet) She asked why residents don’t
receive notices of cleanups or large proposed projects in the Tideflats. Staff responded that there are
different statute requirements for different projects. Notices are given by the regulatory agency involved
(not the Port), and each one has different notification requirements.
10. Billy Blattler: Requested that public meetings be listed on the website. Commissioner Bacon responded
that all public meetings are listed on our website. Tara Mattina, Communications Director, suggested
anyone who is interested go to www.Portoftacoma/subscribe to sign up for any distribution lists that are of
interest.
11. Alan Oldstudent: Requested that the meetings be held at a time when “normal working people” can
attend. Commissioner Bacon responded that we have held meetings in the evenings in the past and did not
have any sizable community members attending. We moved the meetings to 12 noon so people could
attend during the lunch hour. The meetings are also webstreamed live and available online at any time.
They are also played multiple times on public TV. Since so many people work swing shifts or evening
shifts, there really is no “normal working people” time.
B. Master Policy Update Discussion-Erin Galeno, CFO and Mark Little, Director, Contracts & Purchasing:
1. In Section III staff intends to add language regarding implementing two readings of leases to the Master
Policy in 2016. Commissioner Marzano recommends that second readings be used in a broader sense.
2. Under Section III: Commissioner Meyer would like future dialogue on updates to the RFP process.
3. Small properties for nonprofits: Staff looks at documented economic value and market value of properties.
4. Commissioner Meyer suggested that under the Legal Section that, as elected officials, the Commission
should not delegate legal action to the CEO.
5. Ralph Ibarra: Commended the Port of Tacoma for its support of small business. Economic empowerment
through the Port of Tacoma is germane to the concerns that citizens state around transparency. With the
Master Policy the Commission has an opportunity to be creative and innovative in keeping dollars
collected by the Port of Tacoma circulating in our communities.
6. Arthur West: Stated that it important that before an agency takes legal action that their elected officials be
in agreement.
5. ACTION AGENDA:
A. Challenge of Two Proposed Local Initiatives:
“Request ratification of the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive challenge of
two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: (1) Charter Amendment 5 and (2) Code
Initiative 6.”
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
1. CEO Wolfe gave a brief introduction. Commissioner Bacon stated that because this an active litigation
issue, our legal counsel cannot answer questions from the public that would violate the attorney-client
privileged information.
2. The reasons the two initiatives are not legal actions were discussed.
3. Robert Mack, Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU), Public Affairs and Linda McCrea, Tacoma Water
Superintendent, were in attendance and provided information on the legal requirements of TPU. If the
City operated on the language in the initiatives they would violate state law. Mack stated that water use is
down approximately 50% since 1985.
4. Claudia Reidener: Regarding the available water: She stated that Lake Haven Water District sold water to
Tacoma last year. She asked why Tacoma is buying water while saying we have a surplus of water.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Robert Mack: Responded that last year was an exceptional year for high temperatures and lack of
precipitation. Lake Haven is one of TPUs partners and they provide the Lake Haven area with water.
There is a regional system in place so that when one partner needs water more than another they can
borrow from the other partners. The system is designed for exchanges. He stated that TPU does not
withdraw water above approved levels from the Green River. He stated that there is a law stating that TPU
will provide water to all customers and cannot discriminate based on the amount used. The same law
applies to electrical power. Public utilities cannot say that because there are low-flow months during a
decade that they won’t provide water to any customer. There is policy they must comply with. The law
requires public utilities to serve the public and put in provisions for low-flow periods.
Judi Chelotti: She was unable to attend the meeting, but submitted a written statement, which is attached
to these minutes.
As this is an active litigation issue, our legal counsel cannot answer questions from the public that would
violate the attorney-client privileged information.
Carolyn Lake: Stated that the Port of Tacoma is not seeking damages from anyone. When the City of
Tacoma filed a cross complaint they asked for attorney fees, but they filed an amended complaint
withdrawing that. There will be a hearing to present positions in two to four weeks.
Michael Lafreniere: Stated that they filed with the City of Tacoma for a new standard to protect water.
They have collected 16,000 signatures in 100 days. Both initiatives strive to protect the public from users
who would use more than 1 million gallons per day. He spoke that he opposes the Port challenging the
two initiatives. He feels it is undemocratic to keep the initiatives off of the ballot.
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9. William Kupinse: He has concerns about the amount of money needed to subsidize the PSE LNG project.
PSE has put $5.5 million toward reopening the Tideflats fire station, but there is a $5 to $7 million gap.
He also stated that PSE is looking to receive reimbursement for this money they invested in the fire
station. He feels we should not develop any fossil fuel projects.
10. Alan Oldstudent: Stated that citizens of Tacoma are not in the mood to be told what they can do. They
have tried to conserve water. He asked about showing respect to citizens. He added that the water belongs
to the voters. He feels this challenge is an attack on voice of people.
11. Donna Walters, Save Tacoma Water: Stated that the group of citizens who elected the Commissioners
have lost faith in their judgement. Walters is the Co-Chair and Sponsor of Save Tacoma Water. She
stated that citizens must speak up when they disagree with actions taken by elected officials. This group
wants to protect our resources. They are not against jobs. They want to protect our water. She stated that
the Commission has not reached out to citizens since this initiative began four months ago. She asked that
the Port of Tacoma withdraw from the lawsuit.
12. Rita Andreeva: Stated that water is a commodity with supply and demand. In other countries cities have
run out of water. Climate change is a serious threat. Each year could be worse than the year before. She
asked what will happen if we allow an industry to use large amounts of water and there is not enough for
the public. She stated that the humane thing would be to give the water to the people and not industry.
Citizens should be able to have a voice in their government. Even though we have enough water here we
might need to give it to people south of us when they run out.
13. LaDonna Robertson: Stated she is speaking on behalf of Redline, Save Tacoma Water and We the People.
She stated that the lawsuit brought against passage of the two water initiatives, which would put TPU
against state law, wouldn’t come to that. They only want to bring companies to our area that would use
our resources responsibly.
14. Billie Blattler: Stated that she is concerned about decisions that have been made that seem unattractive to
the people. She doesn’t know why only City of Tacoma citizens could sign the water initiative petition
since this would affect people outside of the city. She stated that it is our water and you need to listen to
the voters.
15. Christina Brown: Stated that we need to craft a different vision for Pierce County. Money and law are
very dry, but businesses are made up of people. We need to craft a future together instead of butting
heads. We are in a dire emergency with the climate. We need to pay attention and look at what we can
do to conserve water. We need more efforts. We want a clean environment. LNG Plant: In the EIS it is
described as a marine bunkering facility. She is confused at this point how the Port can make this happen.
She has safety issue concerns for an LNG plant and a bunkering facility. It is not recommended to put
this in a dense urban environment and in an active port.
16. Scott McNabb, Tacoma Longshore: Stated that he spent over 2,000 hours working in port last year. He
feels that the PSE LNG project is a progressive one. The shipping industry that is not going anywhere.
Everyone in the maritime industry is switching to LNG. LNG is the cleanest way to power the ships. He
stated that we are trying to do whatever we can to make it better. He asked people to consider that the
only alternative is to continue with diesel, which is much worse for the environment and the workers.
17. Russ Higley: Stated that he feels it is disingenuous to say we have excess water when we had a water
shortage last year and also to say that the Tacoma initiative would exclude people outside the city limits.
The Port of Tacoma website states that the Commission sets policy. He feels that the Commission is
going in the wrong direction. Referring to the EIS process: Commissioners have no decision power in
the EIS.
18. Arthur West: Stated that the Port of Tacoma is using its power. He can identify with some of the
frustrations vented today. He stated that the Port has a history of bullying citizens and withholding
records. He is concerned about corporations and the government joining forces with the EDB and the
Chamber. He has submitted a written complaint alleging illegal election practices. He feels that the Port
is illegally spending funds to oppose ballot measures.
19. Bea Christopherson: Stated that she is fed up with entrenched corrupt government. Suits inflame voters.
She feel that the “We the People” has been lost. She wants control over the government and stated that
they need to stop steamrolling over us. She considers the challenge to the initiative wrong. In regard to
the methanol versus LNG plant: LNG is fairly safe. In liquid form it is not a flammable risk. LNG is
safer and cleaner than diesel. PSE is a good guy. She advised the public to pick their battles wisely.
20. Roxanne Murray: Stated that there is a misconception that LNG is a green form of energy. That is not
true. LNG results in less carbon dioxide, but increases methane. We would be trading one greenhouse
gas for another.
21. Grant Regal, PSE: Responded to the level of threat that the LNG project poses to downtown Tacoma:
He stated that safety requirements are in the design. It poses no threat of explosion or fire to Tacoma.
There are specific requirements to be addressed and contained to the project site in the permits. The
design has confirmed this. He stated that the primary use of the facility would be for peak shaving. There
are other facilities in this area that accomplish this. There is one in Gig Harbor. PSE also has a decadesold facility near Centralia. At these sites natural gas is inserted into the ground and withdrawn on peak
use days. This is key to keeping natural gas coming to homes and businesses. The implication that we
would export LNG from the Tideflats facility is not true. It is not big enough. It would take over a year
to fill one tanker ship from this facility.
22. Dean McGrath, ILWU: Stated that we definitely are in some challenging times. He welcomes the
public’s interest. He is discouraged to see the accusations being made against the Commission stating that
it is against the public. Commissioners don’t make a lot of money and their decisions have made this
community successful. However, people do bring up some good points. There is a lot of misinformation
out there. I don’t think anyone is maliciously trying to do anything in bad faith. He suggested that the
Port, along with some of these groups, could form some kind of committee to get to the bottom of issues.
Our community needs to be successful. We could form a committee to bring these issues forward with
equal representation from many groups to move forward and make rational decisions.
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23. Sue Clemmons: Regarding the LNG plant being a peak shave facility: She stated that Attachment J to the
EIS shows the following use: 7% peak shaving, 18% other uses and 75% marine bunkering. However,
Attachment J was not with the final document. There will be much more than 7% of that facility used on
peak cold days. On other days it is there as a backup. Will check on Attachment J. Today there are two
known uses: peak shaving and TOTE’s ships. There are discussions underway regarding converting
Washington State ferries over to LNG fuel, as well as over-the-road trucking discussions. Nothing is in
place at this point, however.
24. Claudia Reidener: Asked why the Port waited several months before file this lawsuit. Why didn’t they
step in earlier? Contrary to what we heard, she stated that the Port and Chamber are asking for damages
and attorney costs. You are supporting keeping the status quo by only requiring that three Commissioners
approve a lease. Diesel is bad, but we are pushing pollution upstream with LNG. Regarding safety: This
will be the first bunkering LNG facility in the nation and the permits are not yet in place.
25. Carolyn Lake: Stated that the City of Tacoma is deleting the section of the suit asking for financial
damages. The Port’s suit inadvertently asks for attorney fees, and an amended complaint is going out this
afternoon that takes this language out.
26. Billie Blattler: Stated that she is not sure if anyone here today asked the Commission to withdraw their
challenge. She is asking that they withdraw this challenge. She stated that we are talking about honest
people who have concerns.
27. Commissioner Don Meyer: Stated that we have to get past reactionary thinking. He is looking forward to
sitting down as a community to decide how we want to move forward. The Port needs to reestablish our
community connections,
28. Commissioner Connie Bacon: Stated that we need to find a way to get together. She stated this suit is a
democratic process, and that she is ready to stand by the court’s response. She hopes the public is too.
29. Commissioner Dick Marzano: Stated that the Commission learned a valuable lesson during the methanol
project. It should not be us against them. We should sit down and discuss projects. He added that the
public may not always agree with the Commission, but we should sit down as a tri-party group. He also
stated that when we used to hold meetings at 6:00 pm that it did not work for some citizens. There is a
large majority of people who are not here today. Perhaps we could consider having alternating start times.
30. Commissioner Clare Petrich: She stated that over the years there has been very little activity from citizens.
It is heartening to see the passion today. She also added that it is too bad to see the public walk away
when it is the Commission’s time to speak. We have listened to you. We need to expand our conversation
on our strategic plan. She is looking forward to broader conversations with the public. Initiatives don’t
always benefit people. Someone said you have to have a challenge to have a decision on it. This process
of challenging this initiative is to save the expense that would occur at a later time. Because of the legal
issues with these initiatives, it would be more expensive to deal with them at a later time.
31. Commissioner Connie Bacon: Stated that we want to say we are a city that is open for business to the
national and international customers. She also asked that the public please consolidate their comments into
one speaking opportunity. Regarding the suit, she is ready to abide by whatever decision the court makes.
AMENDED MOTION: “Request ratification of the Port’s action of filing a Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive challenge of two proposed local initiatives filed with the City of Tacoma: (1) Charter
Amendment 5 and (2) Code Initiative 6, and no fees or other costs will be sought in conjunction with
this challenge.”
Moved by Commissioner Meyer, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE TO AMEND MOTION: CARRIED 5-0
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE ON AMENDED MOTION: CARRIED 5-0
B. ILA Extension: City of Tacoma/Port of Tacoma-Puyallup River General Investigation:
1. Staff is asking for an extension of the ILA for one additional year, as the general investigation will take
seven years, rather than the expected six years.
2. This is a time-only extension. There will be no additional costs to the Port. Originally the Commission
approved a not-to-exceed amount of $300,000.
“Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute a time-only amendment to existing Interlocal
Agreement No. CC-78445 between Pierce County and the Port of Tacoma, to extend the termination
date from December 31, 2016, to December 31, 2017, to support the General Investigation Study on the
Puyallup River, Project Master Identification No. 098191.”
Moved by Commissioner Johnson, seconded by Commissioner Petrich:
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0
C. This item was pulled.
D. This item will be rescheduled to the July Commission Meeting.
Commissioner Petrich left the meeting at this point.
6. PUBLIC COMMENT:
Ralph Ibarra: Spoke on using minority state contracts for completing SR-167. Since state money is funding this
project let’s make sure that the money comes back to our minority communities. He encouraged the Commission
to have a broader conversation about Connecting Washington, and ask themselves what the Port can do to make
sure those dollars flow back to the community.
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7. COMMISSIONER COMMENT:
Commissioner Comment:
Commissioner Johnson: Reported on the recent Audit Committee Meeting. The 2015 financial audit and State
Auditor’s Office compliance audit were once again clean. We had our sixth internal compliance report. Annually,
the department heads have to sign off on compliance issues.
8. ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, President Bacon adjourned the meeting at 3:39 pm.

_______________________________
Constance T. Bacon, President
Port of Tacoma Commission
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Donald G. Meyer, Secretary
Port of Tacoma Commission

_________________________________
Judi Doremus, Clerk of the Port
Port of Tacoma
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EXHIBIT 4
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Staying ahead of the challenges
Strategic Plan (2012 – 2022)

EXHIBIT 5
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10 targets in 10 years
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Four areas of focus
•

Make strategic investments
in Port infrastructure

•

Attract new business
opportunities that contribute
to our financial stability

•

Continue first-class
customer care

•

Community pride ensures
continued support
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Strategic investments in infrastructure

Pier 3 upgrade - $20 million
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Strategic investments in infrastructure

NIM Yard
Funding: Tac Rail & WSDOT
Anticipated Completion – Q3 ‘14

Taylor Way Track Rehab
Funding: Tac Rail & WSDOT
Anticipated Completion – TBD

EB1 Spur Connection
Funding: Port
Anticipated Completion – Q1 ‘14

West Loop Track

East Loop

Funding: Tac Rail & WSDOT
Anticipated Completion – TBD

Funding: Tac Rail, WSDOT, US Oil
Anticipated Completion – Q3 ‘14

SR-509 Track Rebuild
Funding: TBD
Anticipated Completion – Q3 ’14

North Lead Tracks
Funding: Port & WA DOC
Anticipated Completion – Q3 ’14

US Oil Wye
Funding: Tac Rail & US Oil
Anticipated Completion – Q3 ‘14

Port Pass
Funding: Tac Rail & WSDOT
Anticipated Completion – Dec ‘13

Yard Tracks 8 & 9
Funding: Tac Rail & WSDOT
Anticipated Completion – Q1 ‘14
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Strategic investments in infrastructure
State Route 167 - $1.5 billion
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New business investment
•

SAFE Boats: 100 jobs

•

Former Kaiser
site: adding rail
capacity
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New business opportunities

Grand Alliance calls Tacoma
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Environmental stewardship

Northwest Ports Clean
Air Strategy
Develop stormwater
best management
practices
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Customer care
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What’s next
Updates every year to
measure progress

www.portoftacoma.com
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EXHIBIT 6
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